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A. F. LIVINGSTON HOME

JULY 29TTL 1922

SUBSCRIPTION $

The farm home of A. F. Livin-- ;
:gston about two miles south east
of town was burned to the jgro--'
und Monday about two o'clock in

the afternoon.

;

MRS. LOUISIANA FARMER

Farmer
Mrs. Louisiana
sed away at the home of her
daughter Mrs. J.W. Ripley at
Primrose, Colorado last Thursday and was buried Friday at
Pueblo. Mrs Farmer was well
"known in Roy, having resided
near here from 1903 until 1913,
with "her son Henry "W ."Farmer.
Mrs Farmer was born in. Tennessee in 1847 and celebrated
pas-

C.

--

Tier

.

.

"birthday

seventy-fift- h

on

the fourth of March. In her
younger days he was a pioneer
of Illinois, Mo, and Kentucky,
moving to Texas in 1868 and Uv
ter moved back to Mo. but in
1874 she again returned to Texas where she resided until 1903
'when she came to Roy to malee
her home with her son. In 1913
she went to Pueblo to live with
her daughter Mrs Ripley .
Mrs Farmer was married to
Hiram W. Farmer in Kentucky
at about the beginning of the
civil war and to this union were
born 6 children. The husband
and one son Hiram

.

(Bud)

ha

ving preceeded her to the great
beyond. The surviving children
are Henry W. Parmer of Roy,
Mrs J.W. Ripley of Primrose,
Colo., Mrs Wm Holmes of San
Antonio, Texas, Mrs

-

N.P.

urn

ENJOYS BIRTHDAY PARTY

rous runs. One Roy player said
ROY TAKES ANOTHER
FROM MAXWELL it would hnve been an easy matter to haS made 20 scores as
The Roy Ball Team accompanied well as I,; it seemed to be an
by a large bunch of rooters went off day for Maxwell as they plato Maxwell last Sunday and trim yed far inferior ball to the game
med them to a score of 14 to 3. they played in Roy several weeks
So far as the Roy team was con- ago, however they were not
as they were on the pre
cerned it was simply a hit and
run game, while with Maxwell it vious game.
was much different for the best
The whole game of Sunday
the team could do was to garner was loosely played by both sides
three hits of f of Berry the Roy and outside of a féw home runs
pitcher, who held them at his made by some of the Roy players
mercy at all times.
the game was void of much inteBerry was in the, box for Roy rest It was simply a case of the
and Lawrence. Williams was be- Roy team having easy picking
hind the bateas Justice had a and required little effort to win.
mashed finger and was unable to
A game had' been scheduled
play, and say. boy, how those for Sunday 'afternoon July
30th
balls whizzed from the catcher on the local diamond,
with
to second was sure worth notic- fast ;Mt. Dora team, but on the
going, and it was an easy peg fox ing to press we were
adviced
Williams. Three hits and a few
errors. besides a lot of foolish-- ) that the same has been cancelled
ness from the Roy team allowed owing to the inability of the nine
three runs for the Maxwell team. to get here . Meanwhile Mana
The Maxwell pitcher was bat- - gers Paxton and Floersheim are
ted at the will of our players and miking an effort to get some
about 20 or 25 hits were secured other fast company to appear
from him; his support too was for a contest on this date.

Little John Duebler reached
his eighth birthday last Friday,
and in honor of the occasion his
mother gave him a birthday party by inviting a number of his
little friends to their home south
east of Roy. Fourteen 'little boys
and girls answered the invitation
to be present from two, to five.
The afternoon was spent in playing folk games and in swinging
and romping. At four o'clock
John's mother called the children
into the house and there was a
table, spread with,' refreshments
for the little, fellows and in the
center of the table Vas a large
cake decorated with eight candles, each candle representing one
year of John's life. The little fellows did real work to the refreshments and then more games
were played and at five o'clock
all left for their homes wishing
John many more birthdays
Little John received a number
of presents which will help him very poor and some of the careDr. O.B. Moon of Mills, was
to keep in remembrance his eig less fumbles by his players were in Roy Thursday attending to
hth birthday.
partly tne cause ot the nume- -' business. '
;

--

.
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MR AND VRS MILTON
FLOERSHEIM ENTERTAIN
Floersheim

Mr ztA ..Irs

.

'

'.

.

entertained a number of relati- ves and friends last Saturday
evening in honor of Mr and Mrs
,A. Abenheimer, father and mother of Mrs Floersheim of Denver, Colorado, who are pending
a few ; weeks at the Floersheim
home. Progressive 500 was indulged in for several hours in which
Mr Abenheimer held the high
score. The host and hostess ser-ved a Splendid lunch late in. the
evening. Mr and Mrs Abenheimer are "prominent residents of
Denver and spend their annual
vacation in Roy with their dau-

DAM OVER CANADIAN

RIVER IS THE LATEST
PROPOSAL

That is what the people of
Amarillo have been talking about
lately, according to the Dallas
News.':
Vincent K,, Jones,
civil engineer of Las Vegas, addressed several civic "clubs here
last week and told them the value of enlisting Government aid
tne una must eitner De mat oi
in damming the stream.
an indian or of a prospector of
Mr Jones says figures kept by
'dayá who was kjlled in
railways with bridges over the an indian raid.
"
A
Canadian indicate that some single floods carry enough water to
irrigate 200.000 acres. It is esti VILLAGE CLEAN UP
BEING PUSHED
mated that a reservoir placed in
the vicinity of Logan, N. Méx.,
The Village dads re pushing
would impound enough water to
fthe Village Clean Up order whi
irrigate from 300,000 to 1,000, ch was announced in the S. A.
000 acres, most of which would a couple of weeks ago. Many residents have heeded the warning:
lie in the Texas Panhandle.
Secretary of the Interior Fall and made a regular clean-u- p of
premises while a few still
is known to be interested in the their
are ignoring the order. The dads
proposal.
have street commissioner Gam-br- el
at work cleaning up the str
The Democratic Central Com- eets and he has already done con
mittee is holding an important siderable work worthy of mention. Those who are lax in cleanmeeting in the community hall ing
up their premises will soon,
this afternoon as we go to press. be visited by the marshall and
then, well wait and see what will
well-kno-

.

I
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1

EDITOR GETS JOB

TIRES
A non skid first class, extra heavy over-

size fabric casing at the following:-- 30 x 3
30 x 3

1--

2

$7.95
$8.75

32 x 3 h2
32 x 4

$12.00
$16.00

Extra heavy red tubes
30 x 3

1--

2

$LG5

32 x 3

1--

2

$1.85

EXTRAORDINARY, SHOE SALE
WE ARE CLOP'NG OUT BROKEN LOTS OF LADIES HIGH HEEL
0X70RDS AND PUMTS IN BLACK, BROWN AND PATENT
LEATHER AT
$ 1.00 A PAIR
THE PRICE IS ONLY GCOD WHILE THE SUPPLY LASTS

.

ghter.

'

happen.

.

and ver- - beautiful. Interment
was made in the beautiful Mt.
View Cemetery.

The bones of a human skeleton
discovered on the George
Gonzales ranch about seventeen,
miles north east of Roy last Sunday a week ago by Alfredo Gonzales while searching for some
cattle. The bones were scattered
alone an arrova or washout whi- Ich had been widened by the se
rious flood that visited that community several weeks ago. From
all appearance's the body had
been buried in an old ditch and
covered up. It had been covered
with only a few feet of dirt, and
a peculiarity of the situation
was. that ashes and charcoal were found in the dirt where the
skeleton had been burned. The
skull was brought to town Saturday by Mr Gonzales and the
bones were buried near whe
re they were found. An examination of the skull- shows that it
had been crushed near the right
temple. The high check bones
and the general shape of the
cranium indicated that it was
probably the skeleton of an Indian, but the condition of the bones showed that they had not
been buried for a great length of
time as the teeth were still all
in good shape and fastened in
the jaws. Those who saw the
skeleton say that it is no doubt
the skeleton of a man of large
build, but the older residents of
the vicinity in which it was
state that no one hzz been missing in that community so far
as they know since the settlement which was many years ago
and the place where the discovery was made is traveled over
practically every week or so.
The discovery was made only
a short distance east of the old
store building on the Gonzales
ranch and this place had never
been used as a burial ground, so
-

Hoo-

-

PER YEAR.

o-t-

ker of Cooperton, Okla., Mrs
Frank B. Stewart of Goetebo,
Okla.
She had been suffering for
years with an incurable disease
and altho she suffered much, she
never complained of her suffering.
The funeral was held at the
Chapel of T.G. McCarthey and
Co., at Pueblo Friday morning
at 10.30. RevS. Dum, assisted
byW.G. Keiry conducted the
services. Her favorite songs,
"Sometime we'll understand"
4,Be"ntiful Isle of Somewhere"
and "No night There" were sung
at the funeral. The pall bearers
were yominent men of Pueblo.
The flcrr.1 offerings were many

00

wre

,

Mr Livingston was .away .at
the time of the fire, having gone,
the E. S. Judy home for a load
of water. Mr E.M. Naranjo and
Mr Texier were on their way to
town and noticed smoke pouring
from the building, but before
.they could reach the house it was
a mass of flames. The cause of
the fire was probably a spark
from a train, as the house was
.just across from the right of
way and the right direction for
wind to blow sparks toward the
house.
Mr Livingston lost all of "his
house hold goods, bedding etc.
Not a single thing was saved and
he canned no insurance. Several
months ago a spark from a passing train set fire to Tais feed and
barn, and burned them up, this
added to the loss of his home
will be a great loss to him and
is surely worthy of the benevolence of the people of the mesa,
to help Mr Livingston to build a
new home as he is getting up in
years and his crop conditions at
present are like all the rest on
the mesa, very poor indeed. Here
is a chance to do some real
HOME MISSIONARY WORK.

-

HUMAN SKELETON FOUND
ON GEORGE GONZALES
RANCH EAST OF ROY

Whose Summer Picnic Is This?

DESTROYED BY FIRE

2-

Floersheim Mercantile Company

Our good old friend Sid Whar
ton, editor of the TucumGari
American has been appointed by
President Harding as Registrar
of the Ft. Sumner Land Office
at that place. Mr Wharton has
been editor of the American for
years and a tireless worker in
the Republican ranks these ma
ny years, 'and is one of the pro
minent business men of Tucum-car- i.
Here's congratulations Bro

Wharton.

..

MRS. CONNER PLUMLEE
UNDERGOES SERIOUS.
OPERATION AT HOSPITAL
Mrs Conner Plumlee underwent a very serious operation at
the Plumlee Hospital last Satur- day morning. The operation was
performed by Dr Plumlee, assisted by Dr Gibbs and Dr Cravens
Plumlee. The Doctors report that
it was successful and that Mrs.
Plumlee has excellent chances
for recovery. Mrs Plumlee is the
wife of Conner Plumlee, a brother of the Doctor and their ho
me is in southeast Missouri, she
having come to the hospital here for the operation which was
to take place this fall, but she
grew suddenly worse Fiiday and
an operation was necessary at
once to save her life. This important hospital is performing
two and three major operations
each week and it is practically
full of patients at all times.
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SPANISH-AMERICA-

Ü7oaan Restored to Health by Lydia
E. Pinkham's Vegetable Compound
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Illustrations

Cumberland. Md. "Mv mother pave
me Lydia E. Pinkham's Vegetable.Com- tiiiiiiinmimmni ipouna wnen i was
between thirteen
and fourteen years
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"írwiN Myers,

old and was going to
school, because I
suffered with paina
Wx-- t
1
me
and could not rest. I
did not have any
more trouble after
that until I was mar-rie- d,
then I always
was troubled in my
back while earning
a child and could not
do my work until I took the Vegetable
Compound. Iam strong, do all my washing and ironing and work for seven
children and feel fine. I always have an
easy time at childbirth and what it did
for me it will do for other women. I am
willing to answer any woman if she
will write asking what it did for me. "
Mrs. John Heieb, 63 Dilley St.,
Cumberland, Md.
During girlhood and later during
motherhood Lydia E. Pinkham's Vegetable Compound brought relief to Mrs.
Heier. Her case is but one of many we
constantly publish recommending our
Vegetable Compound. She is willing to
gnawer your letter. Wntetoher.

XIII. Continued.

CHAPTER
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He seemed to wish to speak, to
heave with speech that declined to be
spoken and would not rouse up from
his inwards. Finally he uttered words.
"I I well,
"Oh, I know, she said. "A manor a boy ! always hates to be Intruding his own convictions upon other

I"

men, especially

where

lie

In

a case like this,

might be afraid of some

"It's ail over college. She got up In
the class In Jurisprudence and made a
speech. It's a big class, you know,
over two hundred, under Dean Burney.
He's a great lecturer, but he's a pacifist
the only one on the faculty and a
friend of Dora's. They say he encouraged her to make this break and led
the subject around so she could do it,
and then called on her for an opinion,
as the highest-stanstudent In the
class. She got up and claimed there
wasn't any such thing as a legitimate
cause for war, either legally or morally, and said It was a sign of weakness
In a nation for it to believe that it did
have a cause for war.
"Well, it was too much for that little, spunky Joe Stansbury, and hé
Jumped up and argued with her. He
made her admit all the Germans have
done to us,' the sea murders and the
land murders, the blowing up of factories, the propaganda, the strikes,
trying to turn the United States Into a
German
settlement, trying to get
Japan and Mexico to make war on us,
and all the rest. He even made her
admit there was proof they mean to
conquer us when they get through with
the others, and that they've set out to
rule the world for their own benefit,
and make whoever else they kindly
allow to live, work for them.
"She said It might be true, but since
nothing at all could be a right cause
for war, then all thla couldn't be a
cause for war. Of course she had her
regular pacifist 'logic' working; she
said that since war Is the worst thing
there is, why, all other evils were
d

But
Idiot's thinking him unmanlike.
Ramsey" Suddenly she broke off
and looked' at him Rttentively ; his discomfort had become so obvious that
suspicion struck bvr. She spoke sharply. "Ramsey, you aren't dreaming of
doing such a thing, are you?"
"What such a thing?"
The Best Club.
"Fred hasn't Influenced you, has he?
A golfer dropped Into a New York You aren't planning to go with him,
store to buy a driver. "This club, is are you?"
oit balance," he remarked to the clerk
"Where?"
brassie.
as he Juggled a
"To join the Canadian aviation."
"That Is a splendid club. Let me
"No; I hadn't thought of doing it."
liare It, please," said the clerk nervShe sighed again, relieved. "I had a
ously, piquing the curiosity of the queer feeling about you Just then
The manager, an old friend that you were thinking of doing some
shopper.
of the golfer, happened along just such thing. You looked so odd and
you're always so quiet, anybody might
then.
"Bill," asked the customer, "what not really know what to think. But
the deuce is the matter with this I'm not wrong about you, am I, Ramclub? Just heft the darned thing. sey
They had come to the foot of the
It's all off balance."
Bill looked wise and lie looked nil steps that led up to the entrance of
around carefully, then be replied in n her dormitory, and their walk was at
stage whisper: "Pete, that is the best an end. As they stopped and faced
club in the bag.
It holds just two each other, she looked at him earnestdrinks of hooch. See, here, how the ly; but he did not meet the scrutiny,
i
his eyelids fell.
handle is hollowed out."
"I'm not wrong, am I, Ramsey?" .
And Scotland was vindicated.
"About what?" he murmured,
i
One woman in every six in India is
"You are my friend, aren't you?"
a widow.
"Yes."
"Then It's all right," she said. "That
,me and makes me happier
ARE YOU GIVING OUT ? relieves was
just now, for of course if
than I
Does every day mean just another
you're my friend you wouldn't let me
day of suffering?
Are you lame, stiff
make any mistake about you. I beand achy tortured with a
backache? '.f!urely there's a reason
lieve you, and now, just before I go
why you feel so badly' and likely it's
in and w won't see much of each
weakened kidneys, When the kidneys
other for a week t you still want me
fail, poisons accumulate and upset the
whole system. That's why you have
to go with you again next Sunday "
backache and sharp, stabbing
"Yes won't you, please?"
twinges. You may have headaches,
"Yes, if you like. But I want to tell
nervous and dizzy spells with annoying
you now that I count on you In all this,
bladder irregularities. Don't risk serious kidney disease. Use Doan't Kideven though you don't 'talk much,' as
ney Pills. Doan's have helped thouyou say; I count on you more than
sands and should help you. Ask your
I do on anybody else, and I trust you
neighbor!
when you say you're my friend, and It
A Colorado Case
makes me happy.
Wrñéy,J423 Wahfu
El
t
"And I think perhaps you're right
íT,'.Vist" Fort Morgan,
Fred Mitchell. Talk Isn't evabout
says:
'JfcJColo.,
"For
VfiJ'i
is, EI
inno- timo T 11.
erything, nobody knows that better
with pains in
Pa,RJ7 fi&Sf-fer-ed
than I, who talk so much! and I
uba?,k and
think that, instead of talking to Fred,
toop over, because
a steady, quiet influence like yours
if the sharn pains
would do more good than any amount
TTri'.T'Whlch always hurt
5V
1
wnen stralght-m ' Vme
of arguing. So I trust you, you see?
ened again. My
And I'm sorry I had that queer doubt
head ached and T felt drowsy and run
down. Doan's Kidney Pills gave me
of you." She held out her hand. "Unfine relief, and I soon felt well again."
less I happen to see you on the campus
He Swallowed.
"Yea."
Ct Doan't at Any Store, 60c a Bo
for a minute, in the meantime, it's
good-byuntil a week from today. So lesser, and & lesser evil can't be a Just
FOSTER MILBURN CO.. BUFFALO, N. Y.
iintil then!"
well, so, good-by- e
cause for a greater. She got terribly
"Walt," said Ramsey.
excited, they say, but kept right on,
"What is it?" .
anyway.
She said war was murder
He made a great struggle. "I'm not and there coudn't be any other way to
influencing Fred not to go," he said. look at It; and she'd heard there was
"I don't want you to trust me to do already talk In the university of stuanything like that."
dents thinking about enlisting, and
"What?"
whoever did such- a thing was virtualgo,
to
right
him
for
"I think it's all
ly enlisting to return murder for mur-- Kidneys-Heart
-Liver
Stomach
If he wants to,"' Ramsey said, misder. Then Joe Stansbury asked her If
erably.
she meant that she'd feel toward any
Keep the vital organs healthy by
"You do? For him to go to fight?"
student that enlisted the way she
regularly taking the world's standHe swallowed. "'Yes."
would toward a murderer, and she
ard remedy for kidney, liver,
"Oh !" siie cried, turned even redder said, yes, she'd have a horror
of any
bladder and uric acid troubles
thnn he, and ran up the stone steps. student that enlisted.
closed
storm
doors
But before the
"Well, that broke up the class ; Joe
upon her she looked down to where he
from her to the platform and
turned
stood, with his eyes still lowered, a told old Burney
that he was responsilonely' seeming figure, upon the paveble for allowing such talk in his lecture
ment below. Her voice caught upon a room,
and Joe said so far as be was
sob as she spoke.
concerned, he resigned from Burney's
you
might
as
you
that,
feel
like
"If
classes right there. That started It,
The National Remedy of Holland for
well go and enlist, yourself," she said,
centuries and endorsed by Queen Wilhel-minand practically the whole class got up
bitterly. "I can't I couldn't speak and walked out with Joe. They
At all druggists, three sizes.
said
you again after this !"
te
Burney streaked off home, and Dora
Look for the name Gold Medal on eyery bos
And accept no imitation
was left alone in there, with her head
CHAPTER XIV.
guess she
down on her desk and-certainly deserves it. A good many
It was easy enough for him to evade have already stopped speaking to her."
Fred Mitchell's rallylngs these days;
Ramsey fidgeted with a pen on the
the sprig's mood was truculent, not table by which he sat. "Well, I don't
toward his roommate but toward conknow," he said, slowly : "I don't know
gress, which was less In fiery haste If they ought to do that exactly."
than he to be definitely at war with
"Why oughtn't they?" Fred demandGermany.
ed, sharply.
All through. the university the
"Well, It looks to me as If she was
change had come: nthletlcs, In other only fightln' for her principles.
She
years spotlighted at the center of the
"RíntiT
i m
if.
stage, languished suddenly, threatened
in Every Jar
Positively Removed with abandonment ; students working Compass on Crossing the Equator.
Freckles Freckle
Ointment, giving beautiful
The compass needle does not turn
by Dr. Berrr'.
for senior honors forgot them; everycomplexion. Your druggist or br mail 65c: tend for
growaround
in passing from one hemiexcept
was
forgotten
that
thing
2ST5
Dr.
Co.,
Berry
C.
Michigjn
v...
Chicijo
free booklet.
sphere Into the other. The
ing thunder In the soil.
end of the compass needle has no
Several weeks elapsed after Dora's
West Texas Military Academy bitter dismissal. of Ramsey before she greater significance or meaning in the
g
a.o.T.0. San Antonio, Texas mtear
southern hemisphere than the
was mentioned between the comrades.
In
needle
the
has
the
end
of
CnlTurjItT
evening.,
of Texas. Then, one
Fred asked, ns he
ifUllatfd with the
West Point, AnnapüliR and leading InstituThe compass
northern hemisphere.
restlessly paced their study floor :
tion of Lhe I'mled States. Arnir oftlwre
' detailed br War Iiepanment.
Uniform
magnetized
steel.
piece
of
a
is
your
needle
you
seen
"Have
pacifist
friend
eqnipnent issued br Government. Separate
Junior Bi'hooL 8w!nimln Pool. Athletic lately?"
has Its own positive and negative
It
(Jnamijlon&ol
aoolDallaaa isaseoau.
rieid.
poles, or north and south poles, Just
"No. Not exactly. Why?"
Open" SEPT. S. Write for new IrictretM
The needle and Its
"Well, for my part, I think She ought like the earth.
eatalofoa. J. TOM WILLIAMS, gopt.
to be locked op," Fred said, angrily. lines oí force align themselves, with
HEMSTITCHING) and PICOTINO ATTACH
"Have yorj heard what she did this the earth's lines of force. In the northtKNT; fita all sewing machines. Price 12:
LIGHT'S MAIL OKDEH
Checks 10c eitra.
ern hemisphere the north magnetic
ftercon?"
liOUBK. Bui 1S7. BIRMINGHAM, ALiu
pole exerts the dominating Influence of
"No.
.
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person to stick to their principles,
why, the more I believe the person
must have something pretty fine about
'em likely."

"Yes!" said the
Fred.
"That may be In ordinary times, but
riot when a person's principles are Ua
ble to betray their country I We won't
stand that kind of principles, I tell
you, and we oughtn't to. Dora Yocum's
finding that out, all right. She had thé
biggest position of any girl In this
place, or any boy either, up to the last
few weeks, and there wasn't any student or .hardly even a member f the
faculty that had the Influence or vas
more admired and looked up to. She
had the whole showl But now, since
she's Just the same as called any stu
dent a murderer If he enlists to fight
for his country and flag well, now
she hasn't got anything at all, and If
she keeps on she'll have even less I"
He paused In his walking to and fro
and came to a halt behind his friend's
chair, looking down compassionately
npon the back of Ramsey's motionless
head. His tone changed. "I guess It
Isn't Just the ticket me to be talking
this way to you, Is It?" he said, with a
trace of husklness.
"Oh it's all right," Ramsey mur
mured, not altering his position.
"I can't help blowing up," Fred went
on. "I want to say, though, I know
I'm not very considerate to blow up
about her to you this way. I've been
playing Horse with you about her ever
since freshman year, but well, you
must have understood, Ram, I never
meant anything that would really bother you much, and I thought well, I
really thought It was a good thing,
you your well, I mean about her,
you know. I'm on, all right I know
it's pretty serious with you." He
paused..
"Its It's kind of tough luck!" his
friend contrived to say ; and he began
to pace the floor again.
d
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Makes This Offer

believes In 'em.
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WATCH
THE BIG 4
GOLD MEDAL

a.

Worn

IlilDOrtant to Mathers
Examine carefully every bottle of
CASTORIA; that famous old remedy
xor miants and children, and see that It
Bears the
Signature of
In Use for Over 30 Years.
Children Cry for Fletcher's Castoria

iZt7fS&!JÍ

north-seekin-

g

.

south-seekin-

J

Apparatus will be sojd to
millions of people thi3
fall and winter. Have
you considered the
to your general

A Postponed Repentance.
There was a man out in Wisconsin
who went to a revival meeting and
was pressed to repent He wavered
for a time and finally arose and said:
"Friends, I want to repent and tell
how bad I have been, but I dasn't de
It when the grand jury Is in session.'.'
"The Lord will forgive," the revivalist shouted.
"Probably He will," answered the
sinner; "but He ain't on that grand
Jury." Boton Transcript.

es

business of installing
a Radio department?

Just how to establish such a
department and maintain it at a
high level of efficiency is told by

Radio Merchandising
Magazine
adio Industry
One dollar will bring It to you
The

There With Advice.
"I knew it would happen!

ex--

claimed Mr. Grumpson.

"Well?"
"After reading one issue of a radio
magazine he thinks his middle name is
Birmingham

Marconi."
ALLEN'S

FOOT-EAS-

Age-Heral-

DOES IT

E

When ahoea pinch or corn and bunions
ache, get a package of ALLEN'S FOOT
BASE, the anttaeptlo powder to be shaken Into
the ahoea. It takes tha stlnc out of corns
and bunions, gives instant relief to Smarting,
Aching, Swollen feet. 1,500,00(1 pounds of
powder for tha feet wera used by our Army
and Navy during tha wax. Advertisement.

Thoughts of a
Bald-dome-

Middle-AgeGuy.
and fat, the young pass

d

me by;
I'm the

d

Semi-Month-

of the

To Have a Clear Sweet Skin
Touch pimples, redness, roughness
or itching, if any, with Cutlcura Ointment, then bathe with Cutlcura Soap
and hot water. Rinse, dry gently and
dost on a little Cutlcura Talcum to
leave a fascinating fragrance on skin.
Everywhere 25c each. Advertisement

for four months

Three dollars

a year.

Radio Publishing Corporation
Incorporated

Dept.26, 342 Madison Avejew York Giy

A Soldier's Honor.
The memory of the soldier Maillet,
who was sentenced In 1915 to death in
contumaciam for having deserted to
the enemy, has now definitely been
cleared of all stain by the Mourges
Military tribunal. Malllet's case was
pathetic. He fell in battle and his body
was afterward Identified among others
buried at Auberive on the Mame. On
hearing that her husband was a deserter Malllet's wife died of grief and
her two orphan boys were taken care
of by their grandfather. The commune of Checy, his native village,
now lays claim to the honor of paying for their upkeep.

middle-ageguy.
Expert Aviators.
Wife Doesn't time fly quickly!
well - he said.
Ideals carved In solid rock would be
Hub Yes, and money is a good sec"See here, ole
Fred broke out abruptly. "After her hard things to carry around with us. ond down here at the seashore.
saying what she did Well, It's none
o my business, but but "
"Well, what?" Ramsey murmured.
"I don't care what you say, If you
want to say anything."
"Well, I got to say It," Fred half
gronned and half blurted. "After she
Jor Economical Transportation
said that and she meant It why, If
I were In your place I'd be darned If
I'd be seen out walking with her
d

"Oh

,"

again."
"I'm not going to be," Ramsey said,
quietly.

"By George !" And now Fred halted
front of him, both being huskily
solemn. "I think I understand a little
of what that means to you, old Ramsey; I think I do. I think I know
something of what it costs you to
make that resolution for your country's sake." Impulsively he extended
his hand. '"It's a pretty big thing for
you to do. Will you shake hands?"
But Ramsey shook his head. "I
didn't do it. I wouldn't ever have done
anything just on account of her talk-Ithnt way. She. shut the door on
me It was a good while ago."
"She did ! What for?"
"Well, I'm not much of a talker, you
know, Fred," said Ramsey, staring at
the pen he played with. "I'm not much
of anything, for that matter, prob'ly,
but I well
"You what?"
"Well, I had to tell her I didn't feel
about things the way she did. She'd
thought I had, all along, I guess. Anyway, it made her hate me or something, I guess; and she called It all
oft. I expect there wasn't much to call
off, so far as she was concerned, anyhow." He laughed feebly. "She told
me I better go and enlist."
"Pleasant of her!" Fred muttered.
"Especially as we know what she
thinks enlisting means." Hé raised his
voice cheerfully. "Well, that's settled;
and, thank God, old Mr. Bernstorffs on
his way to his sweet little vine-cla- d
cottage home! They're getting guns
on the ships, and the big show's liable
to commence any day. We can hold
up our heads now, and we're going to
see some great times, old Ramsey boy
It's hard on the home folks Gosh! 1
don't like to think of that! And I
guess it's going to be hard on a lot of
boys that haven't understood what It's
all about, and hard on some that their
family affairs, and business, and so on,
have got 'em tied up so It's hard to o
and of course there's plenty that Just
can't, and some that aren't husky
enough but the rest of us are going
to have the big time In our Uves. We
got an awful lot to learn ; it scares me
to think of what I don't know about
pribeing any sort of a rear-ran- k
vate. Why, It's a regular profession,
like practicing law, or selling for a
drug house on the road.
"Golly I Do you remember how we
talked about that, 'way back In freshman year, what we were going to do
when we got out of college? You were
going to be practicing law, for Instance, and I well, f r Instance, remember Colburn ; he was going to be
a doctor, and he did go to some medical school for one year. Now he's In
the Red Cross, somewhere In Persia.
In

The

World's Lowest Priced
QUALITY Automobile

I"

525!

o. b.

New Superior Model Breaking All Sales
Records of Standard Fully Equipped Cars
This leadership has come only from sheer superiority in value

per dollar of price. Price, operation and maintenance considered,
your dollar buys the most transportation in a Chevrolet
Equipment and accessories considered, Chevrolet is the lowest
priced car made.
Chevrolet is

ALL THERE as

the license, gasoline and oil

sold

nothing more to buy

but

1

'

Comparisons Sell Chevrolet
Standard Rear Axle Construction.
Strong, Quiet Spiral Bevel Gears.

Standard Instrument Board speed'
ometer, ammeter, oil pressure gauge,

and starting twitch, and
three 'lighting
choke pulL

Standard Transmission

peede forward and one reverse.

Standard Braking System

toot
enrice brake, hind emergency brake.

Standard Electrical System

Start-

er, storage battery, electric lights.

Standard Cooling System
large,

honey-com- b

pompcir-culatio-

Standard Type of Carburetor, with

exhaust heater.

Powerful,

Valve-In-Hea-

d

Motor

the same type as used in successful
cars eelling at much higher prices.

n,

radiator

and fan.
Standard Doora two on roadster
coupe, and light delivery, four on
touring and sedan.
Demountable Rima with extra rim.

Many Other Advantages which will
be noticed on inspection, comparison
nd demonstration.

Investigate the Difference
Before You Buy

Chevrolet Motor Company, Detroit, Michigan
Division of General Motors Corporation
World's targeit Mann. There are 5,000 Chevrolet Application, will he Cotult!fre!
d
"nd Service Station, from Hih Grade Dealer, in T.r.
ni ?ü?frv Automobiles gílCT
Throughout the World ritorie. not Adequately Covered

Dealer Inquiries Should Be Addressed to

Chevrolet Motor Company

Golly I"
(TO BE CONTINUED.)

1833 Wazee Street, Denver, Colorado

r.

H

ADÍO

the needle, so It points to that pole.
The south end of the needle is disregarded. In the southern hemisphere
the south magnetic pole exerts the
dominating Influence on the needle and
It points to that pole, the north end of
the needle In this case being disregarded. The needle does not reverse In
going from one hemisphere to another.
The south end of it becomes the guide
In the southern hemisphere, as the
north end Is the guide In the northern
hemisphere.
"Man Is the only animal that blushes
and the only one that has occasion
to blush." Mark Twain.
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That that's as much like Faultless Starch
U like day."
A night-tim- e
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A. Eargej stock: barni oni cam of
Wilson. Cbmpany'si farms
the!
Ox
Action
Want
Do We
Published By
east of Mjjls. was; burned to the
Argument in. Washington,,
PRINTING CG21PANY
ground! Sunday night . The barn
THE
i.
Wm. C Johnson, Associate Editor
Frank L. Schultz, Editor.
The Tracy for Senator Club was. oji; the. farm' rented; m John
asks the careful attention of all Wallen and he. tost a male,, fou
Subscription $2.00 per year, payable strictly in advance.
sets; of harness, corn, hay and
republicans and! all the voters, of
other
articles in thetire. The
New Mexico to the accompany
Wallens,
M.
retired about 9.30
Roy,
N.
office
post
in
second-clasthe
matter
at
s
as
.Entered
ing suggestive eaiioriai tanen and were;had
by the glare
awakened
1912.
Registered August 27,
from the editorial page of the
IIjOO o'clock,
of
about
the
fire
Saturday Evening Post of July
and the building was a solid mass
1st, 1922:
of flames and all they could da
various
the
Candidates for
THE ONLY WAY
from Editorial Saturday was to keep it. from spreading to
county offices are becoming Extract
Evening Post, July 1 1922.
other buildings. Several of the
'
Prevention is better than cure, quite numerous over the county.
impossible for the neighbors saw the fire and has
seems
"It
demo
republican
and
get
in
Both
the
thouh it does not so often
average American, in office and
to the Wallen place, but
the mners Lots of people are ad cratic parties are lineing up a out, to get any concrete, concep- tened
the building was too far gone
and
vertising sure remedies for colds strong bunch of candidates
tion of his government as a great
of any service
erysipilas and lame backs, but the election will no doubt be very business, needing experience, ex for them to behelping
to assist
in
other
than
this
County
Harding
in
they
close
do
age
coon's
not once in a
special aptitudes them in saving their home and
knowledge,
pert
tell us how to avoid these afflic- fall.
and, above all, business Drains other buildings. The loss on the
tions.
in its many departments. We buiding
a thousand
' There are two kinds of misElmer Bursick' who has been run to lawyers in government, hollars will be about
pessonal
on
loss
the
and
takes that auto drivers make at visitiner his sister Mrs Messner forgetting that lawyers are not property to Mr Wallen will be
weeks
at Raton the past several
railroad crossings. Some
primarly business men and that about five hundred. We did not
large number of them in returned home Tuesday and his the conduct of their own profes- learn whether any insurance was
fact fail to remember where they boy piaymates are all smiles sion is, on the whole, dilatory carried or not. The cause of the
are; They know the fatal result again.
and unbusinesslike, and that the fire is unknown.
of being hit by a train of cars,
courts ai-- almost inextricably
but do not keep that idea in accluttered up. The leaders of the F. S. Brown was a business
tive circulation To know a lot VICTOR ROUSSEAU
bar, from Chief Justice Taft visitor in Las Vegas last week.
of things is great, but to profit
down, are aware of these condiby what we know is better yet.
tions and are striving to corréct George Thurston travelling
To think about trains when
i them, but the fact remains that
calling on
you drive near a crossing is the
they have persisted tor years, man of Trinidad, wasweek.
this
local
trade
the
means
na
by
no
and still persist. Today tne
natural thing but
tional business, as well as the
the usual thing, one is led to belawyer-de- Ernest Anderson and family
courts, is lawyer-rulieve when he reads about daily
of
Mosquero spent Sunday with
crossings.
layed, and, like tnem, iuncuondisasters at railroad
Guy
Anderson and family.
cumorousiy
too
slowly,
too
ering
It is harder to forgive the
expensively
too
and
to
tries
who
driver
ror of the
The Woodman's spent several
beat his way ahead of a train.
,
which'
pro-we
on
theory
days
"The
and
last week up in the mounThe other kind is dreamy
ceed in government is that a le- tains and also visited at Raton
mentally sluggish, but this one
gal training fits a man for any and other places.
is as wide awake as a chicken
j hum'm
i
.i i
n
i
i
i
and every kind of office.
nawK ana Knows au wat i gumg
"Now we do not underate the
Jasper Nutter of Santa Fe was
on.
importance or the need of a fair in Roy and vicinity the latter
Probably in one more generaproportion if lawyers in govern- part of the week visiting with
tion it will surprise and shock
ment, doing the work for which friends and relatives.
year
people to read that in the
lawyers are best fitted by train1921, over, 5,000 folks men,
ing and experience. But we sho
women and children, riding in
John Brockman, prominent deuld retire the great surplus of mocratic candidate for County
injuor
killed
automobiles, were
lawyers now in office to private Treasurer, was in town Monday
red at public crossings in 1;his
ur.til such time as they have Mr Brockman is an overseas man
life,
country.
An able and bu:y novelist,
by introducing cleancut, and a strickly Hardiifg County
proved,
out
check
this
has
Rousseau
only
way
turned
to
Victor
The
frightful condition is to remind many stories and has escaped expenditious business methods
product, and if nominated will
and remind them a-- the criticism made of so many in their own profession and by be sure of election.
drivers
popular writers. Many authors reforming judicial procedure,
who write a'great deal find dif- that they are as a class better
less at the crossings.
A fine rain fell northeast of
ficulty in avoiding a sameness fitted than any other to manage Rov Monday
evening. The rain
nation."
. .. usiness of the
TUCUMCARI ANI CLAYTON of plot and characterization.to
general,
not
but will help
was
Advertisement.
LAND OFFICES MERGED Mr. Rousseau has been able his
to
community
withstand the
that
escape this. Everyone of
mesa has bewhich
drodght
the
originrefreshing
a
tales shows
MRS. J. F. MITCHELL UNen undergoing for several weeks.
Roswell, N.M., July 22. The ality in plot and handling.
DERGOES OPERATION
order consolidating the Ft. Sum
He made his success in the
ner and Tucumcan land offices United States several years
Mrs Chas Weatherill who has
Mrs J. F. Mitchell underwent been visiting in Springr for sevewith the Roswell office and the ago and is now returning to this
Plum-lee
Clayton office with, the Santa Fe country after- a sojourn in the a serious operation at the
ral days, returned home the laHospital Tuesday morning"; ter part of the week and Charles
office has been amended so that literary circles of England. He
the only change has taken place knows Canada well and it is the operation being performed has closed up his bachelor home
in the land offices of New Mexi not surprising that his latest by Dr Plumlee, assisted by Dr. and is all smiles again.
co is the consolidation of the book should deal with a very Gibbs and Dr Cravens Plumlee.
Tucumcari office with the Clay vital piiase of the redeeming of At present Mrs Mitchell is repor- IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF
nicely and on the
ton office.
THE EIGHTH JUDICIAL
northern portions of that coun- - ted improving
recovery.
This was the
to
road
A
try from the wilderness.
DISTRICT SITTING WITHperformed
Mrs Sligar,,of Moriarity, New story of romance and thrilling third operation to be
IN AND FOR THE COUlast NTY OF HARDING STATE
Mexico is the new Western Uni adventure, it is entitled, "The at the hospital within the
I
days.
ofsix
be
will
Big
Muskeg"
over
and
on Operator, having taken
OF NEW MEXICO
the office Tuesday morning. Mr fered to readers of this publiJ. B. McNeil of Yatesville was George W. Pay ton
Elliot has been moved to a point cation as a serial. Do not misi
town Tuesday afternoon on
instalment,
in
opening
the
Plaintiff,
in Colorado.
yJf
business. He repoits work on
vs.
building
Marian E. Pay ton,
NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION the new Kephart school
is progressing nicely and that it
Defendant
will be ready for school by Sept.
No. 108
Department of the Interior f Department of the
1st.
Summons by Publication
U. S. Land Office at Clayton, U. S. Land Office at Clayton,
TO THE ABOVE NAMED
1922.
Ney Mexico June 21, 1922
New Mexico, June 22,
BAKE FOOD SALE
DEFENDANT:
NOTICE is hereby given that
NOTICE is hereby given that
You are hereby notified" that
David N. Livingston, of Solano, James R. .Livingston, of Solano,
The Ladies of the Alter Soc- the complaint of the above namcounty,
Mexico,
New
Harding
Harding county, New Mexico, iety of the St George's Church
who, on February 21st, 1919, who, on September, 11th, 1918, will give a baked food sale on ed plaintiff is now on file in the
made Additional Homestead En- made Additional Homestead En- Saturday July 29th at the Lu- office of the Clerk of the District
Caurt of Harding County, New
try,. No 025716, for NW-Stry, No. 024160, for SW&-Njan & Branch store. They will Maxico, wherein said plaintiff
Sec. 27
S2-NÍ4,
22.
Sec
Y.
cakes, pies, breads, chick- prays an absolute .divorce from
NEV4; Section 28; Town- Y, SEV4-NÍE have
ens and other baked foods, also ycu upon the grounds of desership 18 N., Range 25 E., N. M. J4; Section 21, Township 18 N., home made candy and other deP. Meridian, has filed notice of Range 25 E N. M. P. Meridian licacies. Make arrangements to tion, and that unless you appear
intention-tmake Final Three has filed notice of intention to buy your Sunday dinner from thereto and defend on or before
to
Proof,
establish claim to make Final Three Year "Proof, the ladies. Don't forget the the 19th day of August, 1922,
Year
default will be entered against
the land above described, before to establish claim to the land
te.
you and decree of divorce will be
CommissionS.
described before F. H.
F. H. Foster, U.
er, at his office at Roy, New Foster, U. S. Commissioner, at NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION rendered as prayed in said complaint.
Mexico, on the first (1) day of his office at Roy, New Mexico,
Attorney F. S. Merriau of
August, 1922
on the first (1) day of August,
Department of he Interior
New Mexico, is attorney
Raton,
1922.
Claimant names as witnesses:
U. S. Land Office at Clayton, for plaintiff in said cause .
John Myers, J. R. Livingston, Claimant names as witnesses:-Joh- New Mexico.
WITNESS the Honorable ThoAnd O. D. Davis all 6f Solano,
Myers, O. D. Davis, and1
July 12th, 1922. mas N. Leib, Judge of the Dist
of
Oscar
Kidd
Mexico,
D.
and
N. Livingston all of Solanp,
New
NOTICE is hereby given that
Roy, New Mexico.
New Mexico and Oscar Kidd of Daniel L?.umbach, of Roy, Hard- rict court of the Eighth Judicial
District sitting within and for
Roy, New Mexico.H. II. Errett,
mg County, Ne- -? sxíco , who on th
t 0f Harding and the
Register.
H. H, Errett,
v
beptemrer 11, isia, maae aooi- - spal of said court -- ffixed hereto
Register f ,.
onrl Homestead Entry. No. on this 28th day of June, 1922
SW-to4387,'
for Ni2-Nifell
heavy
rain
Another
C. Ernest Anderson,
i,
29, NE
Section
EVi
afternoon in the Chicosa
Mrs L. E. Alldredge of Dalhart
of the District Court
Clerk
SE-S
.'
Mills also reported
couhty, New Mexico
speadiigr
few .days
Harding
is
Texas
a
'
Wi4, Section 33, Township 18 N
good' rain Tuesday.
and 29
with friends and relatives in Roy Range 25 E., N. M. P. Meridian, July
L.
reports
E.
she
to
and
She
that
filed
has
notice
of intention
NOTICE
Julius Appell is having his stoin the Texas make Final Three Year Proof, to
are enjoying-liftablish claim to the land above
room recently vacated by P.
Rugs called for an cleaned at city at which place Mr Alldredge described before F.IL Foster, U. re
C.
painted and otherwise
Haines
is manager of a large coaf yanL S. Commissioner,
reasonable prices.
at
his office at
We
up.
understand that he
If you have any old clothes, we
.
Roy, New Mexico, on the 22 day fixed
have
will buy them.
weeks'
several
we
For
has rented it to a party who will
of August, 1922.
Second hand clothes for sale
corresto
have
any
been unable
Claimant names as witnesses: open up a restaurant and ice
DOC McCARGO
pondence from the Bradley nei- P. J. Laumbach and Benancio cream parlor, but we were unable
(The cleaner)
ghborhood, but this week we ha- Madrid of Solano, New Mexico, to verify the statement.
nd Alejandro Maestas and Webb
ve secured a new correspondent Kidd
of Roy, New Mexico. ,.
Ray Busey and S. N. Gallegos from this fine community and
A fine rain and some hail is
H H. Errett,
reported
in the Kephart neigirare attending to business in the we were promised a fine' lot' of
Register.
'
Ocate country this week.
, ,
borhoodu
news; each. week agaMr,
i.j. li
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We rae now prepared to test
your eyes and- fit glasses.
Can furnish you any kind of
glasses, or any corrective treatment for the eye you can get
any where.
-

The Plumlee Hospital

,

motp-rists-

N.M.

Roy,

Mosquero Abstract and Title Company

.

(Incorporated and Bonded.)

-a

ABSTRACTS FURNISHED PROMPTLY ON ALL
LANDS IN HARDING COUNTY.

Insurance of all kindsi
Special attention given to examining titles.
Conveyances.
Mosquero, New Mexicp.
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Cement, Stucco and Plasterer
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s easy
Twz that money
spent on trifle in youth would keep
many a man from want in old age .
Opening a saving account in a child's name
g
has many times resulted in
habits which have been the foundation stones
for a successful life.
neighbors might do well to
make the trip into town more than a spend-Mak- e
it an event for adding a little to a
saving account.
Drop in and ask us about "Thrift Talks."
THRIFT.
I

...

BANK of ROY
BUY A FORD
TOURING CAR
ypu time and will save you money
It will give you every automobile essential
For remember the Ford passed the experimental
stage years ago. The price is the lowest in
the history f the Ford Motor Co., with our
convenient terms, makes it easy for you to pay

It will save

for it

Come in, write or telephone and get our terms.
BUY A FORD AND SPEND THE DIFFERENCE

Tires as low as

30X3 .....$7.99
?30X3

....

Use" only
Genuine Ford Parts

8.99

Baker & Scheier

The Spanish American, Roy, Harding County, New Mexico.
JOHN E. BROCKMAN FOR
i POLITIC?!
COUNTY TREASURER
1

1

.
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......
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In this weeks issue of the
Spanish American will be found
the announcement of John E.
Brockman of Mills for the office
of County Treasurer subject to
the action of the Democratic
Convention and the November
election.
Mr Ercckman is a young man
of excellent character and qualities and fitted in every way for
the important office he is seek-- J
ing, and his nomination in the
Democratic Convention will me
an a Democratic County" Treasu-

We can offer the
public
A complete line of
DRY GOODS & NOTIONS

at the roost reasonable price
yet heard of
Also anything in the line
Nice clean stock to choose from.
stock is marked to sE.

Saturday July 29th, 1922

Kumm

ANNOUNCEMENT

I hereby announce myself a
candidate for Sheriff, subject to
the action of the Democratic
Convention of Harding County
If nominated and elected I promise to conduct the office strictly
on a business basis with economy
of County Government as my
chief aim.
Henry W. Farmer.

"inr

ANNOUNCEMENT

DEVELOPING A MARKET
I hereby announce myself as
a candidate for County Assessor
Mr tfrockman is the son ot Mr i0f Harding County, New Mexico,
I
anu .luía i . u. iiw.Mi.aa ui si, isuuject to me action oi me uv-Mills and is twenty seven yea- - mocratic Convention. If nomina-r-s
Business expansion is by no means haphazard.
old lie corres from a Demo-- ted and elected, I pledge myself
That our
It entails study and research.
tiaLit xiiLiiy wi:ute cícvciilciíio to personally discharge the du
world
trade
for
race
country may win in the
are democrats, yes good old Mis- ties fit said office without favor j
abroad
agents
its
keeps
Department
of
Commerce
the
souri Democrats who have wor-- to anyone and at a minimum of j
to search business opportunities. The details of their
ked for the good of the party expense to taxpayers.
viork are brought out. in the seventh of a sres of
for many generations. He came
are disA. I. (Shorty) Burleson
foJders on Our Government which vto New Mexico from Missouri
tributing each month. The complete series gives a
in 1909 and has been practically j
highly interesting and instructive account of Our
ANNOUNCEMENT
educated and reared in the sunGovernment and its advantages to you.
shine state, and altho the family I hereby announce myself al
Send your name and address and we shall mail you
has spent 12 years on the rnesa, candidate for Sheriff .subject to
the
stones issued previously and each pamphlet pubnone of them have ver asked the action of th
Democratic
in the future one every month.
lished
for an office before from their Convention of Harding County,
party.
New Mexico. If it is the will of
Mr Brockman is ore cf the the pecpla cf Harding" County,
boys who offered his life for his I will serve them without fear
country in the late war ; he was or favor and to the best of my
Member Federal Reserve Sy&iem
one of the first to go to camp knowledge and ability.
James S. Christman
from this part of the state and
amorig the first to go over sea3
ANNOUNCEMENT
and his war record is amorg the
boys
brightest of any of the
of
the mesa He was on the firing
This is to announce that H.
ANNOUNCEMENT
NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION
line for seventy two days and M. Warner is a candidate for
was in some cf the great battles sheriff of Harding County, N.M.
Havinc hepn urtrpA hv mv frie- fought in the war. There is but subiect to the action of the De- Department of the Interior
Vil
ilUJ J
XJl Wlt.ri 11 t.
U. S. Land Office at Clay
.uuc vuiciw,, iu TT
ixoiuiug vuuij mocrauc tounty convention, ríe I hereby announce myself for th- M.
ton,
N.
promises if nominated and elec- - jis important office subject to the
June loth, 1922
equal record for length of time tea, inai ne win give tne people
action oithe Democratic Convenin trenches, and in view of the tne Dest that IS in him.
hereby
given that
Notice
is
Riihspnnent.
Adv. tion. anff the
eWtion
fact that he did his part while
.
in November. Jf elected 1 promise Leandro Archuleta, of Roy, Harmany of the rest stayed at home,
NOTICE
jto give my entire time to the ding Co, New Mexico, who, on.
j is it not true that we owe the
office as there is nothing else to January 19 th, 1920, made addijboys something for the great
To the voters of Harding occupy my attention. Yours for a tional Homestead Entry No.026-35- 5,
jwork they have done? Both of County, N. M. Republicans, De-- greater and better Harding Coun
Sec. 35.
for NVi-S1
j
the political parties in power will
Sec.
34. NWVi
mocrats and ladies voters of Har i1
have to take recognizance ot tne ding County
Section
SWVi,
35,
D.
Jesse
Wade
have insisted on me
fact that the Soldier boys must running
Range
Township
19N,
N.M.
25E,
sheriff
for
of
Harding
be remembered when naming County
County Assessor Baca was up P. 'Meridian, has filed notice of
and wish to announce to
their tickets this fall, for should the public
intention to make Final Three
Mosquero Saturday
from
this fact be overlooked it will mn for that I have decided to
Year,
Proof, to establish claim
sheriff
poregardless
of
sound the death knell to the par- to
land above described, bethe
litics and
jtv who forgets the soldier boys. my power iftoelected will do all in
H. Foster, U. S. CommisF.
fore
enforce the laws,
Tanlac is a scientific triumph .
We owe them much and the best
sioner, at his office at Roy, New
stop
gambling
prove
Results
and
Phar Mexico, on the 26th day of July
we can give them will be short
make Harding County a respec- macy.
indeed of what is due them,
1922.
table place to live in.
Mr Brockman tells us that he
Claimant names as witnesses :
A vote for Gibson will be well
Sam Dunn is taking in the
will make a personal campaign. worth your time
at the polls if Frontier Days Celebration at Zacarías Ebel, Manuel Archu!of the county before the conve- juu
leta, Julian Sandoval and Jose
vtv m i lavsF.eniorcGd.
Cheyenne this week.
ntion and wisnes to meet each de- Jesus Medina, all of Roy, New
John
Gibson
P.ocrat and he wants the public
Mexico.
The young Spanish folks ento. know that if they see fit to
H. H. Errett,
ANNOUNCEMENT
joyed a dance at the Roy
r omínate and elect him, that he
Register.
Monday evening.
rm take personal cnarge of the
office himself and be on duty at) I hereby announce myself for
Harrison Cox of Mosquero is
jthe office of County Treasurer
the office each day.
L.N. DeWeese and wife and in our city this week. We underSo far he is the only man an- - ;suDJ3Ct to the action of the De- - Wm Lofton were up from Mos- stand that Mr Cox is seeking the
If nomi quero Monday morning on busi- - nomination for Probate Judge
ncunced for this important of mocratis Convention.
fice, and is the only person see- nated and elected, I promise toness
on the Democratic ticket.
king office on the democratic ti- lake personal charge of the of- cket from the immediate Mils fice and be on duty at my post
Tony Heimaan was in from
vicinity, and he will no doubt be each day Any assistance given Hs ranch Tuesday evening. Tony Joe Ballard, prominent stockman
nominated. Any support you can me will be greatly appreciated, lis one of the prominent candida-Joh- n from Albert, was in Roy Wednes
E. Brockman
give him will be greatly appreites for sheriff.
day on business.
ciated by himself and his many
friends of Harding County.
'Advertisement..
rer for Harding County for the
next two years.

af

Groceries.
Our Grocery

FOR

OUR PRODUCTS

of

Fresh Vegetables

!

MEN

-

Examine our line of chewing and smoking
tobaccos. Cigars, Cigaretts. Pipes etc.
New goods every day.

Lujans & Branch
i ai ('infcii'Ul'T'

'

First National Bank

'

.

. ,,

ni

i i

.

..i

m

m

Hi

r

1

-

All kinds of auto repairing

Expert workmanship

E,

NI2-SE1-

Battery work a specialty
We are equipped to wash your car

SW-NWi-

ervice Garage

boot-leggin-

RAYMOND PENDETON. MGR.

g,

it.-Fair-

4,

4,

view

j

I

Eát wisely and
You will live well

I

This ad is more directly for people who are not
.ustomers of this store. Our purpose is to direct your attention to the quality of groceries we sell;
to
to remind you that our prices are at
convince yeu that by buying your foodstuff from as
you will be able to do justice to the demand that
nature makes upon your mentality and upon your
physicar self. And the only way we can convince
you is to sell you once. Will you be convinced?
bed-roc- k;

ABBOTT NEWS
Mrs McColpin and Mrs Hepburn and children motored to
Miami one day Jast week and got
some cherries.
. ' ;. ,i
A number of country people
were trading in Abbott Saturday
Mr and Mrs Clay Fausnaught,
Mrs Horn and Mrs Fausnauht
motored up from Tucumcari last
week. While hre they went up
in the mountains for a few days.
Mrs McColpin and children and
Miss Berrv of Tavlor Snrinra.
enjoyed the picture show at Spr
inger Saturday night.

THE CITY MEAT,
:
MARKET

OSCAR KIDD Prop.

Jy

ROY, N. M.

Mr and Mrs
All orders carefully filled and promptly shipped by express or Parcel Post Our membership in the Florists Telegraph Delivery Association enables us to deliver Flowers
for you anywhere in the United States on a few hours-notic-

e.

Raton Greenhouses
"THE NAYLORS"

P.O. Drawer 349

,

Raton, N, M.

NOTICE TO OUR PATRONS
Co. Treasurer Parkes was in
We are now handling the DemRoy on his way to Mosquero Thu pster wind mills, but are investi-

.

R.H. Smith visi

ted Mr Smith's parents Saturday
night and also took the ball game in at Mills Sunday.
Mrs McColpin spent Sunday
with Mrs Hepburn.
Mr and Mrs C. L.- Wood and
sons enjoyed the music at Mr.
Hislers Sunday afternoon.
Clyde McColnin returned Mon
day from El Paso, where he has
been in the hospital the past
.
few days.
Mr and Mrs Albert Dav visi
ted Mr and Mrs Hepburn Satur-

There's no excuse for getting
gating, several different makes half sick and run down when
of mills before accepting thé age- Tanlac will, make you well, sturncy and will, only handle the dy and
Throw off that tired, rundown
that can be obtained.'
feeling and build up your stren- repardless of price or make and
will receive in the near future
Mrs Ráy Carr who has been
gth by eating nourishing food. windmills
have no equal attending summer school at Las
that
Tanlae does it. Fairview Phar- ASv.
Roy Tin Shop
Vegas returned home Wednes
macy.
,:
P. T.Gibson, Prop. day.
i:
strong-Fairvie-

'2

r

;

Gold Drinks

Of course you want cold drinks when the weather is hot, and
of course the weather is hot in
July. . Youi wwfll, find an excell
ent line of cold drinks., and ice
cream sundaes, at our Soda

f

Fountain.

,

'

4i

day night

rsday morning..

best-mill-

H ot Weather

FAIRVIEW PHARMACY
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Roy, Harding County, New' Mexico,.."
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JESSED. WADE
" "

"

"

Ü

Hit y

to!
Six thousand nine hundred d'vorces granted in one court in
Chicago in one year and the city newspapers record as the important result that the Judge has collapséd from the strain. The
collapse of a thousand judges isn't comparable to the collapse
,of six thousand nine hundred homes and the lowering of the
moral fibre of thirteen thousand eight hundred men and women,
not to say a word about the children. Talk about'happiness being
,tbe keystone of human development may be all right, tut we
don't get gold we can use till the ore is crushed and washed and
the íuetal shot through the refining furnace. If ninety-fiv- e
per
cent, of these trail love birds were made to see that a marriage
license is not a scrap of paper we might produce a healthier and
tlliirr.

c

f

--

.

,,
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HON. HERBERT B. HOLT
Denver Hollopeter of Mills
REPUBLICAN CANDIDATE was on the streets of Roy
U.S. SENATOR HERE day afternoon .
Mon-FO-

Herbert B. Holt of Las Cruces,
a prominent candidate for United States Senator on the Republican ticket, was in town several
days last week looking after political fences in this vicinity and
getting acquainted with the

The

First National

R

Bank is

having the interior of the bank
recalsomined and other improvement work done.

Lester Floershekn is all smiles
again, he did not tell us why, but
we don't need to make over one
Mr. Holt is one of the strong guess and know the reason.
men of the state and has an excellent chance for nomination in
Edna.Floersheim and Ruth
the Republican convention this
who have been in attendHarper
vote
of
fall. He will receive the
the delegations from most of the ance the past 8 weeks at the
southern counties and probably Summer Normal School, returseveral of the western counties ned ñome Thrusday noon .
and at present he is working the
northern counties.
At present there are three candidates in the race on the Republican side of the house and with
all the different things that have
been said about various candidates, not a single word has been
said against Mr. Holt. He is a
leader in the party and is big
enough when he sees defeat for
By
1
himself to get behind the .nominees and work for their election,
VICTOR
this was particularly noticable in
ROUSSEAU
the convention last fall when Senator Bursum was nominated. 1 To Victor Rousseau, the
Holt never wears a grouch, he is
author of many charm- too big for this, for when his
party has spoken, he is with the
ing tales, falls the honor
party.
ofwritbg the first really
That's the kind of a man that
big romance concerned
makes success, also helps to ma- H
with railroad building
ke his party a success and we HI
believe a man, broad like Mr Holt
and empire winning in
is, will make an 'ideal sena' northern Canada.
tor for New Mexico.
Mr. Holt made many friends
g
The
in the county whom Will be a
struggle of an engineer
great help to him when the Cou H
against terrific oddsj the
nty convention is held this fall j
j
H love of a woman which
Rev. Willingham left Thurs
Ü
made her almost a mar-day for Sophia, New Mexico,
tyr; the love cf another
where he will hold a revival me- H
Ü
eting for a period of ten days or
woman which outlawed
longer. Later he will go to Gladher best instincts; the
stone where he is billed to con- H
jjf swift death that came
duct a revival.
U ' from nowhere; the de-A letter from Leo Wagner of Ü
vious ways of a fox with
Jesup, Iowa, tells us that Leo
heart of a beast and
will be back on the mesa in a few Ü
weeks . He is coming out to look Ü
body of a man all
after his farm and make
Ü
this woven into a fabric
to put out a large wheat
i

,

I

!

!

j,

heart-breakin-

.

prepa--ratio-

crop.

,

Peter Wagner and friend

ca-

ns

j

of singular fascination

of compelling interest.

me in from Alva, Oklahoma Sunday, and Mr Wagner , will look l:;!::::!;;:!!:;!:;:::::::;!;::i:::
after his ranch interests east of
town for a few days. Mr Wagner
jVcto
reports only fair crops in the
western part of Oklahoma.

It Ij Our

Startin

;

ANNOUNCES FOR SHERIFF

1

ma

Serial

In this issue of the Suanish
America will be found the annou7
ncement of one of the prominent
.Shemen of Harding County-foof
the
action
the
subject
to
riff,
This
Democratic Convention.
man is none other than Jesse D .
Wade, our fellow townsman and
genial blacksmith, a man we all
know in and around Roy and is
also practically known over the
entire county of Harding.
Mr Wade first saw light .of
day in Grayson County, Texas
a long time ago, yes even more
than forty years, and in 1836
moved to Indian territory and
was night watchman at Wetum-k- a
for a while and then later moved back to Elliss Co; Texas and
was a "Village Blacksmith," City
policeman,. Constable and deputy
sheriff. His deputy work being
under- A. W. Wilson the well
known sheriff of that county. In
the fall of 1914 Mr Wade moved
to Gould, Oklahoma where he
was city marshall one year, and
deputy sheriff for two years un
der shesiff J. C. Gamble of Har
mon County and was still holding
his commission as deputy when
he decided to move to Roy, New
Mexico, his present residence .
While living in Oklahoma, Mr
Wade had the misfortune of losing his wife and after death he
with his family of seven bright
children came west locating here,
where he has been one of our
leading citizens in the upbuilding
of the town and mesa, not only
in a business way but morally
and spiritually;
Mi Wade is a member of the
Methodist church and an officer
in the local church. H is also
Superintendent of the M. E. Sun
day School of this place and President of the Harding County
Fifth Sunday School Convention.
He has been Superintendent ot
Sunday Schools for over 15 years
and while he is a strong man re
ligiously, he is not what one wou
ld term a religious fanatic.
Mr Wade's long experience as
an officer, adequately fits him
for the office he seeks, and as
every one knows, experience in
office helps to reduce cost and
expense, we believe he will be
able to hold down the cost of the
office to a minimum. Of his numerous arrests as an officer every criminal arrested by him was
convicted with the exception 'of
two. This alone stands out as a
strong recommendation for his
nomination. While he is not one
of the oldest settlers of the county yet he has lived here about
five years, and during, all this
time he has taken an active part
in anything that was for the bet-

terment of the community.
Mr Wade is the only candidate
for sheriff from the Roy precinct
and this being by far the strongest precinct in the county, he
will no doubt receive a large following from this, part , of the
county.
.
Those who know him more intimately, know his fitness and
are bound to give him their sup
port for they know with Wade
as sheriff of Harding County,
the laws will be enforced.
A vote for Wade means a cleaner and better- Harding County,
economy in office .and enforcement of the 'Jaw. This is iwhat
we all Vant, so give him your support in the convention, for if he
is nominated he will be sure of
-

Adv

election in November.

S. Christnan
Driller and Contractor

James

Deep Holes a Specialty
Custom Plowing, Large Tracts
V

ROY. NEW MEXICO- -

DOWNRIGHT MEANNESS
ll
Some kids broke into the
building the; first of the
week and took a knife" or some
'
sharp instrument and cut
and scratched the newly Jcalso-minwalls, ruining the work
which had just been completed
and on Tuesday night they broke
out a window next to the alley.
Such vandalism should be stopped and it would be far better
to have a curfew ordinance than
to allow such depredations go on
in the town. Too few- of the patown know
in the
rents
where their children are after
dark, and if a curfew ordinance
must be passed, it will be the
fault of the children themselves
for acts like those commited this
week and others commited m
.the past MUST STOP or the re
sult will be all children tinder 16
must be at home before 8 o'clock
as the Village Board intends to
put a stop to depredations which,
ar being committed by certain
Ap-pe-

Abstracts Abstracts Abstracts
have the only complete tract index to the Harding
County Records.
We have an experienced abstracter in charge of our
-

'

business.'

We give our entire time and attention to the abstract
business.
Our abstracts are approved by all loan companies oper-in-g
,.
,
in Harding County.
We can furnish abstracts promptly, and at a reasonable

charge.

"

Harding County Abstract,, Co.
INCORPORATED AND BONDED
New Mexico.
Mosquéro,

CEIVED
A carload of

A

,

Plain
and

Sulphur blocks
Stock salt in 100 pound bags
Dairy salt in 25 pound bags
Table salt in all sizes

i

I

A carload of fence, poultry and
hog wire
A

car of

OLD HOMESTEAD
OU R

orn meal, Bran
and Shorts
Our prices aré right on all of
the above

s sCoirie in

:

; ;

i

we can

er

,

We-
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kids just for downright

1

'

Geo Ray and Webb Kidd
a car load of
to Kansas Cityrnarkels,""
-
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The
A large crowd was

in town

R. W. Boulware
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and family DENBY ESCAPES DEATH

AS PLANE FALL 4,000 Ft
Saturday and Monday and aU the are up at Parker Colorado this
fcssiaess houses report a fine week visiting1' at the Hall and
Naval. Secretary, Flying Ovr
tr&dsi.
Brown homes near that place.

Great Wall, China, Unhurt
When Machine is

CONVICT KILLED
IN ATTEMPTED
JAIL BREAK

BRIDE TO GOULD
Dakato Girl Now Mutres
of Famous Fortune

Santa Fe, July 20,

Destroyed.
DROP

xr
i

v

V

111

5

j

IevMA. MATTHEWS

im.-fi-

D.D.

&r

$

-- t1

IX. D.
,

CHURCHLESS CHILDREN

1

million boys
f" There are twenty-fiv- e
and girls outside of the Sunday

School in this country. Every child in
America should be in some Sunday
morning.
Sunday
every
School
Every child should be accompanied to
Sunday School by his parents.
Tkt mother who doesn't bring her
clukt into the world dedicated to God
Sus wmmitted a crime against the
címU. The father who doesn't lead
lis child to the altar of worship,
and devotion has committed a
rime against his child and against
sncw-ry- ;
for he has left out of the
fe(fs training the greatest factor.
Piroits who refuse to bring their
3dreQ to church, and who refuse to
their children to unite with the
itirorch and become devout Christian
workers are stumbling blocks; they
arc cursea to their children.
Ttrere h but one remedy for the
omlition m this country, and that is
salvation by Jesus Christ. There is
lot one place in which' that salvation
an be found, and that is in God's infallible Word. There is but one institution authorized to teach that
Word, namely the orthodox Christian
church.
Every child should be in Sunday
School and in the church pew on Sunday morning sitting beside his parents.
Children are never too young to be
saved, but if they are neglected and
grow to be old men and women hard-- i
cued in sin they may become luo old

to be saved. It is extremely expensive
to the government for a child to
grow to be old in sin and crime. It
costs millions to save an old man
from the error of his way. A child
can be saved at. the threshold of childhood and thus save his soul and society untold expense.
The father who uses his automobile
on Sunday to take his child away
from the church not only breaks the
Ten Commandme ts, but he is a curse
to the child and a menace to this government.
The father who spends his Sunday
on the golf links is a
so far as
a religious influence is concerned, and
he is a menace to the spiritual development of his child.
It is the business of the father to be
in the Sunday School, witli his child,
and it is the business of the child to
be in the church pew by the side of
his father.
Why do people neglect to bring
their children to Christ and into the
church? Such parents and such neglect are bringing untold sorrow and
expense and reflection upon this country. The juvenile courts and the
penal institutions are full of the
children who come from such homes.
Parents, you are either a curse or a
If you
blessing to y.our children.
neglect your Sunday duty ynu are a
curse to them. Children ought to be
in the Sunday School and church if
the nation is lu Lc

L á,rVimesb irom in snoot
II

.

vassiaí

Grain threshed direct from the shock

in- -.

to a Columbian Metal Grain Bin cornea out
than if "sweat in the
la better oondition
TI. aAÍnfii
l

"
.m.J
il?llinYtam does it. None i wasted, de- clbOTttardamsedby weatharorfire. No
tatbac mem aid labor. Shrinkage tm teat
hmnim oompartd to 10 when atorad in
-

ta

Tin difference between 10 and 1
1,000 bushels of grail will pay far
of toil sise i a a single season.

atenkain eai
Cokudbit

I

Kfrfs Dextroy Million! Yearly
X Department oi Agriculture letter etetee that
"moro grain ii eaten by mioe and rata or other- -

Sep.retarv
Pekin. Julv 19.
Edwin Denby narrowly escaped
aeatn here this aiternoon in an
airplane accident.
The American naval secretary
was flying; 4,000 feet over the
Great Wall when the engine in
the airolane broke down. The
machine was demolished landing,
but Secretary Denby was unin
DISEASES IN UDDER OF
COWS NEED CAREFUL

ATTENTION
There are a number of diseas
es that effect the udders of dairy
cows which should be familiar to
every dairyman. If these diseas
es are recognized in time and the
proper treatment given, complications and serious loss of milk
production can often be prevented.
Simple or acute inflammation
or congestion, very commonly
found among producing animals
is a condition that responds very
readily to treatment, if given in
time. This condition is usually
accompanied with a falling off in
milk production, high temperature; loss of appetite, staggering
Igait, jugularpulse and acute rest
iveness. It is not considered con
tagious.' As soon as noticed, a
purgative, either Glauger or Epsom salts, or linseed oil should te
given, says Dr. Johnson of the
Agricultural College.
This will
usually giveresolts within a sho-

bottom is securely bol ted i nto bottom U flange of aide
walls. Designed throughout to withstand any load
possible to putini t andsevere windstorms when empty
if encliorod to platform or earth. More than 60.000
CilumbianMetalBinshaveenteredfarmstorageaervioe.

Factoryoapaoityofabineveryfourminute.

'ir3

Supplied

From Stock By

BAUM BROS, Roy, New Mexico
his annual vacation visiting relatives and
'n Pueblo and

MONEY

-

Denver.

to
On improved

Richard Kilmurray returned
from Pueblo Monday where he
took Henrv Stone to attend1 the
funeral of his mother. He reports
mud in several places on the

e

Long time
Low rate

trip.

Write to
or see

i
"'i

Roy, N. M.
.ll

'I, III

.IW

"

1

R. H. Bentley and family, and
W. T. Jackson and Mrs King are
spending the week up in the
mountains. They took a complete camping outfit with them and
will enjoy their vacation up in
the cool breezes of northern New
México.

and

BRADLEY

l&i

-

-

,f

sv

.
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AaSr
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Machine Work,

We're still needinsr r :"in r.r.d
ACETYLENE WELDING AND
everything is looking dry.
DISC ROLLING
Mrs. Don Bradley is enjoying
AT
THE OLD STAND,
Daw
a visit from friends from
WITH
week.
JHE LIBERTY
son this
Little Mary Ellen Hazen was
GARAGE
very sick Wednesday.
0 A. Murphy was a Koyvisi- -

J. D. Wade,

tor Thursday.

Mrs. Alice Sinclaire, forrticr

mu- -'

sionl comedy actress, who was born
find r.iisvd,in the Dakota, is. now

Mr,

lorsc
bunker and

J. Gould. Ntw V otk
railroad inar.
They
wen- - married secretly in M.y and
are now touring F.iüope. iV Urst
Mrs. Gould died last November.

Leatherman who
. Mrs Ernest
has heen reDorted auite sick at
the Plumlee Hospital, is slowly
improving.
NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION

Department of the Interior

ll S. Land Office
New Mexico.

at Clayton,

Adam TrouD was, assisting
Homer Mae Kenzie in moving a
house last Friday. Mr. Mac
Kenzie is fitting his farm tor
occupancy.
Mamie Smith visited at ivirs.
Hall's Friday.
.
Arthur Hazen and JNiels tano-exI am a graduate from the
were working at Lysle Ha- - Missouri Auctioneering
School.
zen's Friday.
will
you
I
assure
of
service
Miss Virginia Woods called on
brings
that
results.
Sunday.
Miss Mamie Smith
Will be glad to cry your sale
A fí. Hazen and L. E. Mor- anywhere
at any time.
C.
Moores
C.
ford were callers at
Sunday
afternoon.
home
O. A. Murohv was a business
visitor in Mosquero Saturday.
Loide Morford is working, for
Roy, New Mexico.
P. Hall again this week. ,
cnnaren
Mrs. A. G. liazen and
called on Grandmother Hazen
Sunday.
Very good, come again BradEditor.
ley correspondent.
UNDERTAKER
r.onntv Sun't DeFrees was up
And
from the County Seat Friday
LICENSED EMBALMER
and attended the Kebekah insta Full line of Caskets alwaysq on
llation.
nand, also suits and dresses.
Calls answered day or night
son
and
Alldredge
E.
Mrs R.
Phone No. 58
days last
Lewis spent severs
Foster
Blk.
Roy, N. Mex.
frieweek visiting relatives and

AUCTIONEER

en

Col. B. R. Reeder

July 12, 1922
NOTICE is hereby riven that
Marv G. Laumbach. of Roy, Har
ding County, New Mexico, who,
rt time, but the dairyman must on September, 11, 1918 made
be familiar with the use of the Additional Homestead Entry, No
thermometer and watch the tem- 024570, for
perature of the cow carefully. SEVi, Sec. 20.,
If she should register a temper- SW14, Section 29, Township 18
ature of over 103 for several day N, Range 25JÍ, W. M. Jf. Meridafter a purgative has been given ian, has filed notice of intention
a graduate veterinarian should t.n make Final Three Year Proof,
be called. Garget is probably to establish claim to the land a- - nds at Springer.
the most common disease of the bóve described, before F. H. í os- Word from Melville Floersh-eiudder and may be confined to ter, U. S. Commissioner at his
and family state they have
one or more quarters. It can be office at Rov. New Mexico, on
down in their new home
settled
caused by injury or a germ.
the 22nd day of August, 1922.
and Melville is well pleaTaos
in
When pus is found in the milk,
ON REAL ESTATE
Claimant names as witnesses:
his new position.
sed
with
with a hardening on one or more P J. Laumbach and Benancio
of the quarters, and there is a Mardid of Solano, New Mexico,
i
John Hornbaker and daughter Rates Reasonable.
tenderness with suppression of and Dan Laumbach and Alejan';
Can Make Inspection Soon.
ranch
Oen
up
from
the
came
flow,
probable
very
the milk
it is
dro Maestas of Roy, New Mex. lash Saturdav where John has a Write, Phone or See,
that it is a case of the garget.
II. II. Errett,
They
Pnice carpenter contract.
An excellent agent for treamert
Register.
returned to the ranch the lirst
will be found in the form of Chlo 22- - 29- - 5- MOSQUERO,
NEW MEXICO.
lof the week.
rozene tablets,, obtained at the
drug store, dissolved in warm
agent
Agricultural
Co.unty
PUBLICATION
water and injected into the in- NOTICE FOR
R. L. Strong of Mosquero, waa
fected quarters. After this is
in town between trains Monday
Department of the Interior
accomplished and all the pus draand
the S.A. acknowledged a plea GARDNER S. CHAPIN, M. D- ined out, an, injection of ether U. S. Land Office at Clayton, Nl jsant call. Mr Strong is a hustler
Physician and Surgeon,
can be made, in the following Mexico.
expect some excellent GLADSTONE. NEW MEXICO.
can
we
and
manner: Fill up a small cylinder July 12, 1922
for the farmers
that !help from him
with ether and attach a rubber NOTICE is hereby given
is
a live wire and
He
mesa.
the
of
tube to it, using the ordinary Leonore Laumbach. of Roy, Har- - is busy getting acquainted with
milk tube for insertion. The disg County, New Mexico, who, the needs of the farmers.
18, made
ether will evaporate into the on September 11th, iyEntry,
No
Homestead
Additional
HUNDRED MILLION
most minute recesses of the uddFor several days this wee
SWIi-NWISWlf,
024571.
for
tissto
any
injury
the
management of the Develop
er without
DOLLAR BABY
Section 31, the
ues, and will destroy any pus Sec. 30.,
was in the hands of Mayor!
er
18
N..
2
Ranee
rownshm
enproducing bacteria that it
B. F. Brown, owing ta the illness
counters. No force should be M. P. Meridian, has filed notice of the publisher. No, it was; not
used to drive the ether into the of intention to make final Three the delicious home-mad- e
ice creudder; the rubber 'tubing and Year Proof, to establish claim to am brought to us by our neighmilk tube will be sufficient. - the land above described, before bor, Mrs. De Frees, that knocked
F. H. Foster. U. S. Commissioner
us out but an old ramus,-troublat
hia office at Roy, New Mexico
Contennial
Mr Johnson of the
that often reminds us of our
Mr. and
School Supply Co, was in Roy on the 22 day of August, 1922. physical endurance.
the first of the week on business Claimant names as witnesses: Mrs. Dyke, Mr. Brown and other J
P. J. Laumbach and Benancio neighbors were very kind and
Madrid of Solano, New Mexico, we thank them atf.
FOR SALE: Fordson tractor
and Dan Laumbach and AlejanHarding Ccunty Developer
and new John Deere three disc
Maestas of Roy, New Mex.
engine plow; new fourteen disc dro
H- - H. Errett,
iev imams and Vivian PerJohn Deere harrow, one new 34
Register.
ry came down from Alamosa,
wagon, three good Jersey cows,
Colorado Tuesday to look after
one extra good three year old
tertheir farms out in Kansas Valley
consider
Holstein bull. Will
Eighty acres of They came down in Ben's new
FOR SALE
ms on engine and plow.
land lying one and three quart- Dodge Coupe. They report plenty
Call on or write to
ot of Robert
Bobby Gotlet,
ers miles north of Solano. Add- of mud between Springer and Walton
Goelct, ol New York, is
IraThetford
ress
Mills, they also got stuck up near 6rt heir to the frmout Goelrt j
at Wilson Co., Mill Office.
which U etiiruit4 Hi
fortune,
Frank,
Mrs.
Martha
Abbott and spent two hours try- $100,000,000,
Mills, New Mexico
him
making
tht
street,
110 Emerick
ing to et out of the mud. Ben wealthiest baby in the world.
29- - 5
9
San Angelo, Texas
tells us that our friend Ed Perry
and family are doing fine at AlaFOR SALEAt a bargain,
mosa and they send their best
bushel
1,200
WANTED : A good farm hand,
withFCvR SALE
About
section of good tilible land
on
many
friends
wishes,
to
their
tests
wheat,
good
seed
of
clean
good
with
town,
one who can handle a Fordson
in 6 miles of
Wilimprovements . If you are look from 58 to fiO nounds ner bushel. the mesa. Messrs Perry and
of and do all kinds of farm work '
ing for a real buy, it Will pay J.C. Cory, three miles north and liams, are old homesteaders
Jack Mahoney,
own
still
and
their
both
mile east of Mosquero. the mesa
you to look into this proposition. ' ""-hal- f
valley
in
out
the
fine
farms
'
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MONEY to LOAN

Remejio Lopez

4,

i

.
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i

i

12-1-

Johnson
H

i

,

Tom Pint who has been atten-rlin- c
to business on the mesa
for tne past two weeks returned
to his home in Gilbertsvine, la
Rnndav. He rented his fine ranch
to William Brashers and I. C.
Dodds, who will seed it to wheat.

Schultz
&

General Blacksmith

WV2-NWV-

,

W. R. Erashears, R.L.C on
route "A" is taking his annual
15 day leave and he and his family left for the mountains Sun- day where they will enjoy an ou
ting.

LOAN

I

Fatjo Apiaries

,

Flovd Ivev. one of the sales
men of the F.M. Co., ia taking

real-estat-

auctioneer

x-- -19

Buy early and thresh direct from the shock. Prompt
delivenr now. but don't delay.

K.,..:L.,.,.u

j

NW;

Properly Stored Grain la Banked Caak
the
It ia more valuable than cash received frommar-

Section in the body of a Columbian Metal
Grain Bin are i oined by a triple flanged joint
band of steel around the bin
which forms a four-pl- y
every S3 inches of ita height. This and the vertically etirrugated side sections combine to make the
etrongmt grain bin available. The roof ii of square boi
joint construction with ventilator in center. Metal

-

jured

watted tban ia shipped out of the counties where
grown." Two Hundred Miiii i Dollars ia the yearly
toll of crops aod property dutroyed by these posti.
Starvation is the only effective way to berid of them-Theeannot got to grainstorod in a Columbian Metal
Grain Bin nor oan fire send your crop up i n smoke.

Improved. Reinforced. Triple Joint
and Vertical Corrugated Construction

y

-

wise

sale of grain at a loss on the prevailing low
kets of harvest and threshing time. Bomeoneelse will
storeyourgrainfor a higher tnarketif you don't. The
Columbian Meta I Grain Bin provides perfettf aro storage a t a cost 0 fl ess than t o per buehel distributed over
tne many yswei wulsihiiiwi

-

Edwin- Denby

Save Stacking Expense and Shrinkage

ttoapwu

the

Martin

Baldonado, a convict in the state
iwiitoTirnrv here waa killed and
five other convicts were Wound
ed today when eight guards stationed at the towers along the
Dates at this of fice.
rolla nneníxl fire on a mob of
convicts after they had refused
to enter the cell house.
Baldonado was shot through
fhe la.-l-c and died a few minutes
.shots
later. Over twenty-fiv- e
were fired by the guards belore Fancy Comb : Extracted Honey
stampeded for the
the
For sale by the case
house.
guard
' and in 5 gal. cans
The prisoners had proxesiea
tr t.Vie officials about their rat Retailed by all
Leading Grocers
ions and insisted that unless they
Italian Bees and Queens
were promised more to eat they
would not go to work tnis morning. They also demanded that
the usual amount of beans inclu P.O. Box
Springer, New Mex.
ded in their days rations be cut
off of the menu.
Warden Jaramillo warned the
prisoners to obey the orders given them and after numerous repetitions' called on the guards to
open fire.

FATJO'S HONEY

-

M

It

GeoE. Cochrane
Mills, N. M.

ENGINE BREAK CAUSES
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Southwest

MRS. FRANK WILKIE, of

News

Syra-cu9-

e,

N. Y., formerly matron
at the State Reformatory at Industry, N. Y., who says she is delighted with- - Tanlac since it' restored her health after she suffered eight years.

From All Over

New Mexico
and Arizona

DROPS EFFORT
Had Your Iron Today I

TO END STRIKE
LABOR

BOARD
PLANS NO FURTHER ACTION TOWARD

RAIL PEACE.

.Your Sítín is So Fragrant
and" Smooth
g

This favorite Toilet Soap of three
gcncimiuni ui lovciy women is
pure like the rain water you use
In caring for your complexion.

Mall this for free trial cake of

COLGATE'S
Cashmere Bouquet Soap
Lairing

Luxurious

Refined
,

&.

CoLOA--

Co., Dept. W. U.

199 Fulton St., New York City
free imple of Cofaete'i
Cftihmere Bouquet Soap, fragrant and yen.
'
Nam

Plene send me

t

Street or R.D..

Ckj

Stan..

.

That's as Good aa Anything.
We assume that one of the diseases
íor which beer Is prescribed Is
chicken snake bite.

"I was smoking
my pipe when
it came to me"
Which may, or may not,'
ibe a boost for Edgeworth
How many good ideas are born in a
pipe of tobacco I There is something
in the calm contentment of smoking a
(pipe that seems to open up the mind
tf or new ideas.

'

A busy man, a thinker, whose brain
lis crisscrossed with a thousand im- -i
pressions, finds that smoking his pipe
wipes out most of the confusion, and
leaves his mind clean, so that the new
idea, the inspiration, has a much
'better chance to make its impression
wiped all the
as if
chalk-marfrom the blackboard of
the mind and invited new ideas, new
thoughts, and creative plans to outline themselves thereon.
pipe-smoki-

1

Lots of men get good ideas when
shaving. Many more find their new
ideas when puffing away at the pipe.
The right kind of tobacco is an im- -i
portant matter to a
though, like breathing, he-- seldom
thinks of it.e Having settled on a cer- -í
tain brand, it becomes a habit to buy
that. .If the tobacco just suits his
taste, it doesn 't matter what its name
is or what it costs it becomes
'
his tobacco.
Edgeworth suits many men. We
presume there are some men who
wouldn't like Edgeworth. It is a
matter of individ
ual taste like eatpipe-smok- er

j

I

ing onions.

fJ

But we have a
belief that there

are many

rirpi

rs

pipe-smoke-

not

smok-

ing Edgeworth who
ought to be
who don t know
Edgeworth and
therefore have

no idea that
there is a tobacco that hita
their taste' so
exactly that it
might have been

made for them alone.
We want those men to try
We would like

Edge-wort-h.

to harrd

them

our pouch personally, but as that is
impossible, we'll do what we can.
The makers of Edgeworth will send
who
free samples to any
will ask for them. Simply send a postal
samples
or a note asking for these free
and they'll come to you by the first
pipe-smok- er

mail.
Edgeworth comes in two forms
d
and Plug Slice. In
either form it is a moist, fragrant to-- i
bacco that packs nicely, lightp quickly
and bums freely and evenly.
Ready-Rubbe-

We can't promise that Edgeworth
'will make brilliant ideas come to you;
but we are sure you will have a de
lightful smoke and after all, that a
all that good tobacco is supposed to
give.

For free samples, address yourpos- -'

tal or letter to Larus & Brother

i

Com-

,

i

-I

pany, 44 South 21st Street, Rich- mona, Va. If you will mention the
name and address of the dealer from
whom you usually buy your tobacco,
your courtesy .will be appreciated.
Toffcetail Tobacco Merchants If
your jobber cannot supply you with
Edgeworth, Larus & Brother Com--j
pany will gladly send you prepaid by
parcel post a one- - or
ton of any size of Edgeworth Plug
for the same
Slice or Ready-Rubbprice you would pay the jobber.
two-doz-

en

ed

mmm

muí
n,M'
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The Fourth Annual American Legion State Convention to be held In
Douglas, Ariz., Sept. 18, 19 and 20.
L. P. Beck, a ranchman living at
Five Mile, thirty miles up the Pecos
Valley from Roswell, N. M., was killed
when he became entangled In a rope
and was dragged to death by a mule.
William Acker, confessed accomplice
In the assault on Iver Enge, who died
In a hospital In Prescott as a result of
a beating and stabbing suffered June
11, pleaded not guilty when he was arraigned before Justice of the Peace
McLane on a formal charge of murder.
Acker was held for trial without ball.
Mrs. Clara Phillips was arrested at
Tucson, Ariz., charged with the slaying In Los Angeles of Mrs. Alberta
Meadows, who was beaten to death
with a hammer and a boulder. The
arrest was based upon admissions said
to have been made to the sheriff by
her husband, A. L. Phillips, a Los Angeles oil promoter.
J. D. Whltten was taken Into cus
tody In Miami, Ariz., on a warrant
charging him with murder in connection with the killing In Angle ton, Tex.,
In February, of an alleged member of
the Ku Kluz Klan and the wounding
of another man in what was said to
have been a klan raid on a rooming
house where Whltten and his wife
were living.
Preliminary plans are being made by
officers of the Chamber of Commerce,
the Farm Bureau and the New Mexico
College of Agriculture and Mechanic
Arts for the entertainment of officers
and delegates of the Horse and Cattle
Growers' Association of New Mexico,
which will have its fall meeting In Las
Cruces and at State College next September or October.
Commercial truck crops most promising for production In car lot quantities In the Irrigated valleys of the Rio
Grande are cabbage, Spanish onions,
lettuce, spinach and cantaloupe, says
O. D. Miller, assistant in marketing,
Bureau of Markets and Crop Estimates, U. S. Department of Agriculture, in his report of a survey made
recently in the Mesilla and El Paso
valleys.

For gallant service, Harry D. Stewart, agent for the American Railway
Express Company, hag been presented
In Los Angeles with a check for $1,000,
an engraved gold watch and a- letter
of appreciation from George C. Taylor,
president of the company.
Stewart,
who resides in Los Angeles, killed one
bandit and drove off eight more during an attempted holdup of a train
near Tucson, Ariz., several weeks ago.
Cattle, men in the southern part of
New Mexico are cutting down trees to
provide forage for cattle that are dying
by the scores, according to a letter received by the New Mexico Cattle and
Horse Growers' 'Association at Albuquerque from Hugh L. Hodge of Silver
City, a leading cattle man of that section. The drought and hot winds have
dried up and completely parched the
grass, the letter states, and water Is
scarce. Conditions are called the most
deplorable In years.
Superior Judge S. L. Pattee of
has set August 28 as the date for
the opening of the fourth trial of Placido Silvas, accused of having participated In the bandit raid on Ruby, Ariz.,
last August, In which Postmaster and
Mrs. J. Frank Pearson were shot to
death. In his second trial Silvas was
convicted of the murder of Pearson
and was sentenced to life Imprisonment His third trial, for the murder
of Mrs. Pearson, ended in a disagreement, the Jury standing 11 to 1 for con-

THREE

H. Gordon Glore, Nogales contractor,
whose fishing schooner sank In a gale
in the Gulf of California recently, was
found by a searching party wandering
aimlessly along the barren Sonora
coast about seventyrflve miles west of
Nogales. Glore was. clad only fa pajamas and had not tasted food In seven days. The rescue was effected by
a marching party from Ajo, Ariz.
Manuel Martinez and Placido Silvas,
convicted murderers who escaped recently, were recaptured by a posse
headed by Sheriff Harry Saxon about
two and one-hamiles southwest of
Amado, which Is thirty miles north of
Nogales.
The slayers, exhausted and
hardly able to move, were discovered
lying among rocks. Martinez is under
sentence of death and Silvas is facing
a term of Ufe imprisonment for the
killing of Postmaster and Mrs. J. Frank
Pearson of Ruby, Ariz.., last August.
The two escaped when Sheriff George
White of Santa Cruz county, who was
lf

taking them to the state penitentiary,
was killed In an automobile accident
near Tucson. Deputy Sheriff Leonard
Smith also was .fatally hurt, dying
from the Injuries he suffered In the
accident.

James Burke, aged 36, was almost Instantly killed, his neck being broken,
when a heavy car turned over several
times and hit a telegraph pole In Santa
Fé,.N. M. Another occupant of the car
was unhurt and the car wds only
slightly damaged.
Plans for remodeling the Old Dominion Company's mill at Globe, Ariz.,
when carried out, will Increase Its capacity from 700 tons per day to, 1,000
tons and should Insure higher extraction of metal and lower the cost of
concentration, according to General
Manager W. 3.. Mc3rlde.

GIVEN

PRESIDENT

JEWELL ANNOUNCES
THREE PRINCIPAL CAUSES

JL

PREVENTING SETTLEMENT.

'
Chicago. No further action toward
ending the railway shopmens strike is
contemplated by the United States
Rtillroad Labor Board at this time, Ben
W. Hooper
of the labor board
announced on his return from a conference with President Harding at
Washington. Asked whether any new
plans looking toward a settlement of
the strike had been made, he dlcfated
the following formal statement :
"My trip to Washington was mainly for the purpose of furnishing the
President with the fullest Information
possible In regard to the strike situation.'
As might be supposed, the President
"This Is the first time In eight years seeks to know this situation from every
that I have been free from stomach angle, from the view point of the cartrouble and it is all because of the riers the employés, the labor board and
wonderful good Tanlac has done me," the public.
"There Is nothing else that can be
said Mrs. Frank Wllkle, 229 Cedar St,
Syracuse. Mrs. Wllkle formerly re- said Just now other than to answer the
sided in Buffalo and for two years was question asked me by saying that no
matron of the State Reformatory at furter action by the labor board Is In
contémuplatlon at this time."
Industry, N. Y.
"I twas eating scarcely enough to
While Mr. Hooper was meeting the
keep alive," she declared, "for I would government officials in Washington, B.
rather not touch a bite than suffer the M. Jewell and other strike leaders
misery I knew would follow. Even were In conference with James J. Dasweet milk disagreed with me. I was vis, secretary of labor, at Mooseheart,
sick In bed for two and three days at 111.
a time, and gaa on my stomach made
At the end of the meeting and before
such awful pressure on my heart it departing for Washington, Mr. Davis
almost cut off my breath. I had hor- expressed, the belief that the
strike
rible dreams at night and in the morn- could be settled at once if
the roads
ing was all tired out.
would restore the seniority rights of
"Well, the longest day I live I will
the strikers and the labor board would
praise Tanlac, for my improvement take up the
other questions in dispute.
has been simply remarkable. I have
In commenting on the attitude of
no more heartburn, my appetite Is
wonderful, I can eat most anything I the roads and the strike leaders, Mr.
want, and my sleep Is sound and rest- Hooper asserted that his investigation
ful. I am thoroughly delighted with had convinced him that "no serious
obstacle is to be found to peace" exTanlac. It is wonderful."
Tanlac Is sold by all good druggists. cept restoration of seniority rights to

Advertisement.
'
Refreshing Ignoranc.
Mrs. ' Kawler "I can't' do without
my matutinal coffee." Mrs. Newrich
"Is that a good brand? We've tried
so many that are poor." Boston
'

Transcript,
Going Down.

Blackstone Is. your wife still

re-

the strikers.
Further progress was seen in the
statement issued by Mr. Jewell, however,. In which he said: "There are
three principal issues now preventing
a possible settlement of the railway
controversy, which are found in the refusal of the railway executives i
"First To discontinue contracting
out of work.
"Second To establish a national
board of adjustment.
"Third To continue seniority rights
'

ducing?

Webster If you mean my income
yes!

Relief
Sure
INDIGESTION
FOR

No-gal-

viction.

ISSUES

6

Bell-an-s

Hot water

Sure Relief
25$ and 754 Páckages. Everywhere

- C O L - Q

D

I
FOR BURNS .CUTS ITCH

60RES

75c at storei; 85c by mail. Addreai
New York Drug Concern, New York

Soothed

With Cuticura

Sp 25c,

Oiabnent 25 and 50c, Talcum 25c
out of fashion;
is UDnecflary
íor you can haw
)

Grav Hair

abundant hair

of the original
Hair Color Restorer. 6af
hade bf using'
water try It. At all (rood druggists, to cents.
at
or airect from Hessui-LL-

IVostorn Ganada
Offers Heslth

tnd

Wealth

and has brought contentment and happiness
to thousands of home seekers and their families who have started on herFREE homesteads
or bought land at attractive prices. They have
established their own homes and secured prosg
perity and independence. In the great
sections of the prairie provinces there
easy
had
on
terms
to
be
still
is

Fertile Land at $35 to $33 an Acre
land similar to that which through many
years has yielded from 20 to 45 bushels
of wheat to the acre oats, barley and flax
also in great abundance, while raising
horses, cattle, sheep and hogs is equally
profitable. Hundreds of farmers in Western
Canada have raised crops in a single season
worth more than the whole cost of their land.
Healthful climate, good neighbors, churches,
schools, rural telephone, excellent markets
and shipping facilities. The climate and soil
offer inducements for almost every branch of
agriculture. The advantages for

Dairying, Mixed Farming

and Stock Raising

make a tremendous appeal to industrious
settlers wishing to improve their circumstances. For certificate entitling you
to reduced railway ratea, illustrated
literature, maps, description ot tarm
opporxumuca ill maiiuuua, oao
katchewan. Alberta ana British Columbia, etc., write
W, V. BENNETT
300 Petar" Tnnt Building
Omaha, Nab.

1ÉÉ

an ideal

HERE'S

hot-weath-

er

Two packages luscious Little
Raisins

Sun-Ma- id

one cool glass of

milk. Big men don't need more.
290 calories of energizing nutriment in the little raisins. Pure fruit
sugar, practically predigested so it
acts almost immediately, yet doesn't
tax digestion and thus heat the blood.
food-iro- n
, There's fatigue-resistin- g
also in this lunch.
Vital men eat like this and resist
the weather. Don't work their digestion because they want to work their
brains.
Try it for a few days and you'll
feel better.

Little

Sun-Mai- ds

Between-Me-

Raisins

al

5c Everywhere
in Little Red Packages
Curious

Flit

Engine,

What might be described as a
bicycle, with four wheels arranged like those of a wagon, and four
seats for riders, two In front and two
behind, and carrythg" a hose reel, rotary pump, etc., was exhibited recently
In Paris. The machine Is intended as
a fire engine in small towns. Whén
the scene of Are Is 'reached the pedals
are thrown Into gear with the pump,
the hose Is unrolled, and the riders, resuming their seats; work the pump by
means of the pedals. It Is claimed
that this machine can outstrip any fire
engine drawn by horses on the way to
a conflagration, and that Its pump Is
at least as effective as those of the
hand engines used In many towns.

Women in Serbia.
Woman suffragists In Serbia, writes
Mrs. Slacko Grouitch, wife of the Jugoslav minister to the United States, interest themselves not only hj; legisla-- .
tlon- - that give ' "women equality before the- - law, but are also sponsoring
legislation for the protection of child
labor. In addition to continued endeavor to raise help for the Serbian
aid fund, to which Mrs. Grouitch has
rendered such sustained service, she
is now asking for support also tot
some of the distinctive movements,
such as woman suffrage, which are
making for the permanent reconstruction of that country.

of employés who suspended work."
It was pointed out that this list of
Some Display.
demands contained only one of the
'Will knickers do?"
original three grievances which re"I don't see why not. There's about
The poorest Arab woman paints her
sulted In the strike call that relating
to the discontinuance of outside co- eyes with kohl to make them appear the same length of hosiery exhibited."
Louisville Courier-Journa- l.
ntractingand it was indicated that al- larger and more brilliant.
most every road In the country already
had agreed to stop this practice. The
omission of the original demands relating to wages and rules occasioned
some comment, the belief being expressed that the shopmen finally had
decided to agree to a rehearing on
All-Weath- er
these points by the labor board. It
wrs action similar to this which
averted a threatened strike by approxl-"matelBy long wear, superior traction, freedom from
400,000 maintenance of way
skidding, and ultimate economy; the Goodyear
men at the time the shopmen walked
out.
Tread has won unquestioned

Companion to the Goodyear
Tread

'

y

All-Weat-

Will Discuss Moratorium.
Paris. A conference between David
Lloyd George, the British prime minister, and Raymond Poincaire, the
French premier, to discuss the question of a moratorium for Germany has
been arranged for the first part of
August. It is the realization in French
circles that the reparations question
has reached a decisive crisis. The
French viewpoint now Is that before a
long term moratorium Is granted to
Germany supplementary reforms and
additional guarantees should be demanded.
Premiers

Skin Troubles

Work Brains- Not Digestion

Storm Destroys Fish Hatchery.
e
Manchester, Iowa. A
rain and wind storm did damage est!-- ,
mated at $175,000 to the federal fitfh
hatchery and other property In 'the
county here recently. The most serious damage was done at the United
States fish hatchery, where thousands
of breeding fish were swept away. Included In the loss Is 2,500 speckled
rainbow trout. It is estimated by the
superintendent of the state hatchery
it will take three years to replace
stock lost. Estimated loss to government ponds in 50,000.
sixty-minut-

Mystery Girl Put Under Guard.
Los Angeles, Calif. A deputy sheriff litis been assigned to guard the
"mystery girl," who is said to Jiave
identified Mrs. Clara Phillips as the
purchaser of the. hummer with which
Mrs. Alberta Jieadows was beaten to
death here' recently. This announcement came from the sheriff's office,
with a statement that the reason was
the receipt by the young saleswoman
of threatening telephone messages. She
has been termed the "mystery girl"
here because officials decline to make
her name public. . , v,

leadership.
As a companion to this tire there is the Good
year 30 x y Cross-Ri- b
Fabric.
Built of the same high grade Egyptian fabric
and with a long wearing but differently designed
tread, this tire offers unusual value.
Over 5,000,000 of these tires have been sold
in the last five years.
Their quality and serviceability have proven
to thousands of motorists the follv of buying
unknown and unguaranteed tires of lower price.

Ask your Goodyear Service Station Dealer to
explain their advantages.

30x3'2

er

30x3 V4

Cord $16.25
Fabric 13.50

Crow-RiFabric . 10.95
30x316 HeavyTouristTube 2.80
2 .25
30x3'2 Regular Tube
Tluii friai intluJd mmujaclunr't txrilt ta

30x3'2
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CELEBRATES BIRTHDAY

MULLS AND.VICINITY
each departed they wished Mr
Dodds many more birthdays just
Last Thursday the 20th, being as happy and pleasant as his
Palmer Porter, G. C. Till and
I.C. Dodds birthday, his estima- forty seventh.
Roy Cates are working the road
ble wife assisted by a number of
in the eastern city limits this
friends planned a surprise for
week.;W. H. Jordan was down from
him and they gave a real surOur depot agent Mr Spencer
Mills
on business Tuesday.
prise. I.C. had been over to Dr
returned Friday from El Paso,
Self's and while there he receiTexas where he underwent an
ved a call telling him that a corDan Laumbach is having two operation. Mr James who, (has
pse had been brought to his ho- small rooms built onto his home been relieving Mr Spencer, will
me for embalming and he haste-tie- d in Roy. Contractor Kitchell is go to Montoya and from there
home and to his surprise doing the work. The additions to Abbott to relieve men there.
found thirty five live - corpses, will give him a five room house.
The team which T.E. Siler
yes very much alive, waiting for
drives to the Wilson dray wagon
him, who gathered in his absenC. B. Hargrave and Wra Gay ran away Tuesday and left the
ce and were ready tó extend
were in Roy from Kephart last wagon in a very dilapidated' con
greetings. Yes I.C. was Tuesday trading with the S. A. dition, and their harness badly
sure surprised, in fact he said advertisers. They report, crop broken. Mr Siler was in the
he didn't know he had so many conditions fair in their
freight house .loading potatoes
friends in Roy.
and had about fifteen sacks of
The evening was spent in playsame on the wagon when the
ing games, which the older ones
became frightened at a
horses
Depew
and
Misses
Ruth
Fern
had1 as much fun as the younger
baby buggy which was coming
Saturday
expected
home
are
ones. Music was also indulged in
Las Vegas where they have toward them and started to run
and at a late hour a fine three from
attending
Normal Institute before Mr Siler could grasp the
been
course luncheon was served. In
reigns. Perhaps nothing regret-abl- e
past
two
weeks.
for
the
as much as the following day was
would have happened had
Mr and Mrs Dodds wedding anninot the horses in their haste
versary those present were ask-e-d A party composed of County failed to miss a telephone pole.
to stay until midnight so that Clerk Anderson and wife, Guy
,Bartmess entertained
they might also celebrate with Anderson and wife, Geo Towers theIrene
members
of her Sunday Schand wife and a few others,, spent
them on teir anniveraryi
ool last Tuesday afternoon in
A fine time was reported by a few" days this Week in fishing honor
of her tenth birthday. The
the large crowd present and as at Red River.
affair was a surprise which was
planned and carried out by her
mother. Ice cream and cake was
served to the following: Berna- dine Smith, Mary Ansley, Doroi?'''V(f mi '
thy Holcomb, Bernice Porter,
Harriet Smith; Murle Hollopeter,
Marguerite Smith, Bernice, Ar
.
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iFarmet President Taft made no flamboyant announcement of his
'.'"ipito urcpc this stunm.cr, still he is being received with enthusiasm
,Hnd jnteresi at every center visited.
In London he was honored at
líUte affairs &n4 dinners in a way befitting his ability. The fact that he
inow ehief Justice of the United States impresses Europe. The tour
s developing into triumphal trip not unlike that tendered other presidents on visits there. Picture show- Mr and Mrs Taft arriving in
li'Tance. It also shows how the ton.w. president has lost in weight
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W. S. Tanner, section fore
COLMER AND MILLS PLAY
GOOD GAME OF BALL man at Mqsquero, accompanied
by Mrs Tanner, were business viball
sitors in our city Wednesday.
games
of
One of the best
played this season on the Mesa,
was played at Mills last Sunday
Miss Evelyn Hughbank3 of
between the Mills team and the Dawson was in town Monday
fast Colmer team. Each team
home after having visited
had strengthened for the game her sister Mrs Edna Bradley of
and both were determined to win the Bradley neighborhood for sev
Hephner pitched for Mills and veral days.
held the visitors down to just
a few scattering hits. The supE. F. Ilciii-- a::d wife returned
port given him was of dio
Clayton where Mr 7Tonry
from
webest and scarcely any errors
completed a fina lot of
just
has
home
up
against
the
re chalked
stucco
He left for Pasmon-t- e
work.
team. The' game stood two and
Tuesday
where
he has some
two in the end of the ninth, and cement
work to do and will then
innings
neither
four
next
for the
side was able to find the plate, be at aome for a few weeks finihowever in the fourteenth, Co- shing up some work he has here
in Roy. Mr Henry is an expert
lmer managed to secure another
workman
and always has plenty
run and Mills failed to score maof
to do.
ahead
it
two
king the final count three to
in favor of the visitors.- - Colmer
had several new players and
their pitcher pitched real ball
and he too was given almost perfect support. The Mills team
has been practicing considerable
here of late and with the addition of one or two players will
have one of the strong teams of
this part of New Mexico.

ger Monday to make hay.
We our selves was the subject
of a little rhyme which appeared
i:i last weeks issue of. the S.A.
Hat fact is not worrying us but
v2. have not slept well last night
or the night before or the night
boiore that trying to come to
some conclusion in our own mitt, s as to who was the author of
said rhyme. We thought we had
the poetry business all monopolized but we have learned much
t our chagrin that we have a
far rival in the field. The rhyme
in question appeared so near the
c mnty seat news that it has us
g.;essing whether or not that cor
respondent or the devil are the
guilty parties. If the devil wrote
ic we will get even with him
sjme time by giving him some
o our cooking and standing by
uatil he eats it; but if that Moswrote it,
quero correspondent
veil we have a few words to say
aboiit him in the three following
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paragraphs.
There's a faithful patient
writer here below and that
is us we want the world to
'know.
But we'íl give our writing
up and we'll take a poisoned
sup when rhymes from
pen begins to flow.
Writing rhymes has been
our hobby now for years,
which has kept from the
surface many tears; but we
have visions of a day when
bur fua will pass away, and
that sage from Mosquero
'
win tlie cheers . '
We know that he is a
i'
of renown and that he
holds, a city office in his
town. Why should he care,
for our'fame, covet foe himself the same, or try to
knock pur poet shingle
Mos-quero-
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Walter Hill of the County
Seat, was a business visitor in
the county metropolis Wednesday afternoon.
We expect to have some good
news next week for our readers
about the rebuilding of the school house. We can only Say now
that the insurance will probably
be adjusted by the first of the
week and work will soon begin
on the new building.
;
I

nett,' Ruth and Irene Bártmess.
'W. A. Davenport's crop was
destroyed by a hail storm which
passed near Mofax last Saturday
afternoon. This makes' the sé
cond time that his crop has been
hailed down this season. E.W.
Dukémenier lost a horse by lightening during the same storm.
dówn.
One of the Wilson Co barns n
M. II Smith,, C, A. Smith and
the place occupied by Mr Wallen, H. L. Boyd
made a trip to Raton
but formerly occupied by John
Tuesday.
Stevenson, burned at 11 o'clock
L. Scoop and family were doSunday night. Mr WTallen lost
all of his feed a mule and har- wn from Raton Sunday looking
ness for 8 head of horses. ,The over their ranch north west of
Wilson Co had the building par- Mills and calling on old neightly covered by insurance. The bors. They returned the same
day.
origin of the fire is unknown.
Mrs H. W. Dykeman has been
Adolfo Montoya, accompanied
by five other men went to Sprin- - on the sick list the. past week.
Miss Polita Cordova has been assisting her with the housework.
H. B. Albertson was on
1 theMrs
sick list the first of this
week but is reported to be recovering. Her daughter Miss Mar-ti- e
took her place in the Wilson
.
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AS TEDDf JR
SEES IT

Mac-Dr- y
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r.Iitor's Note: 'Flic recent triumph oí progressive Republican
caHitiates in various- statos ai.l
ii!:i';t of oilier Old Guard leader
brought forth the following couw
niciit from Theodore Roosevelt,
Jr., Assistant Secretary of the
Navy, when approached by th
Washington
representative
this newspaper

Battery
Guaranteed for three Years
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For your car
No Acid
No Water
No Attention
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30 percent
cheaper than
any other
standard

1

GueSS the number of cakes and
ages in the window and

Fairbaiik
Morse

pack-
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Win a prize

battery

50 bars P & G soap
Second prize- - 30 bars P & G soap
Third prize- - 20 bars P & G soap

First

prize- -

Pumping engine
and pump jacks
self-oilin- g

mills- -

During the contest which we are conducting in our store on P & G
White Naptha Soap we wish to announce the following low prices ;
Weight 11 Lbs. . , ... $
17 Bars P & G The White Naptha Soap,
;. , . . . ..
12 Bars Ivory Soap
Weight 12 Lbs, , i . ;,.
22 Bars Luna Soap
'.
Weight 13 Lbs: . . . . .
23 Pars Lenox Soap
We also wish to call your attention to the weights of these soaps
not be fooled by the number of bars'given you by other dealers, but
.your soap by the POUND.
. ,

PAXTON GRP.
"THE

FOOD-- STORE"

J. E. EUSEY CO.
e
us

wind

ATTENTION FARMERS

the latest

k

improved
Gas pipe
Cylinders
Stock tanks
Well casing
Farm wagons
Wash machines

SOAP SALE

S. E.

The
1.00
1.00
1.00
1.00
Do

buy

CQ.

sylvania.
It indicates a genera! trend
toward progressive ideals ' In
this connection, however, it is
necessary to hear in mind that'
since 1912 lines are blurred
considerably
on progressive
policies
For cxarnple, a very large
part of the 1912 progressive
platform has' already become
the law of the land. In this,
woman suffrage is a specific
incident.

BAUM BROS
TIN SHOP

J,

up.

lean .furnish you any
breed of dairy cattle that
you want, at prices you can
afford..
Get in the thorobred ga- menow for a few dollars
while prices are at rock bot- torn, and make yourself in- depéndent in a few years.
You need better dairy cat-tie and hogs, and more of
them oft this mesa.
Leo M. Wagner,
,
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Cornbelt thorobred stock
positively out of the best
' herds in the U.S.A. yuroc Jersey Hogs, Poland China
Hogs, all big type and from
Sires weighing 1000 lbs and

delighted with Gifford
I AM
Pinchot's victory in Penn- -
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she was unable
to attend to duties.
Co "office while
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